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Dana Puopolo says the movement
to reduce AM bandwidth ignores the
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After OET-65 Rules Were 'Attacked Head On,'
Victory in Tower Dispute Is Seen as Significant

BURLINGTON, Vt. A dispute pitting
neighbors of aradio station tower against a
local broadcaster has been resolved. A state
environmental board ruled that new scien-
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Vermont Ruling
Favors Broadcaster
by Randy J. Stine
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DALLAS Look for amajor Digital Radio
Mondiale non-auto receiver launch in the
latter part of this year
The technology also could someday be
used in higher frequency bands. The steering board of the DRM consortium has
floated aproposal to extend the system to
frequency bands up to 120 MHz.
Currently, DRM is a digital transmission
for the bands below 30 MHz.
The board plans to bring the proposal
to the full DRM general assembly when
the group meets in March.
Asked what the proposal would mean
and what implications it may have for other digital radio systems, a DRM spokeswoman declined comment, stressing that
this was "aproposal."
These were the two major developments at a DRM symposium held in
Dallas is November.
See DRM, page 6

tific evidence is not strong enough to enact
more stringent local guidelines governing
radio frequency radiation exposure.
Observers say the tower siting dispute
was unique in that homeowners, fearing
See VERMONT, page 3
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NRSC Seeks Input on RBDS
WASHINGTON The Radio Broadcast
Data System Subcommittee of the National
Radio Systems Committee has been working to update aportion of the RBDS standard that concerns text display on aradio.
The group is considering two proposals and
seeking additional submissions to help it
decide which applications should be incorporated into the RBDS standard.
"Proposals will be accepted from anybody, including non-NRSC members," said
Senior Vice President of Engineering for
Clear Channel Radio Jeff Littlejohn, who
chairs the ODA working group of the RBDS
Subcommittee.
The NRSC last updated the U.S. Radio
Broadcast Data System Standard in 1998.

The standard system for airing subcarrier
data in the United States is called RBDS; the
U.S. standard, NRSC-4, is largely based on
the European RDS Standard. Many users
refer to both simply as RDS.

The subcommittee is made up of receiver
and broadcast transmission engineers and
radio electronics component makers, some
of whom supply radios to autornakers. The
group is trying to imagine how this text dis-

°
This will allow us to match up what the

I radio displays for analog and digital. e
— Jeff Littlejohn
The RDS signal is alow bit rate data
stream transmitted on the 57 kHz subcarrier
of an FM signal.

play would work with the varied displays
that radio manufacturers use or will use in
the future.

CHECK OUT OUR LATEST!

The RBDS Subcommittee is developing
ark Open. Data Application for the standard.
Members are trying.to improve the ability of
broadcasters and receiver manufacturers to
display song title, artist and other program
information associated with FM radio broadcasts.
"This will allow us to match up what the
radio displays for analog and digital," said
Littlejohn, who said station conversions to
IBOC spurred this work. "You don't want a
consumer to see one thing (on the receiver
display) in digital and then drive into adifferent coverage area and get something else
displayed in analog."
Differences in text format from station to
station is also undesirable, he said.
Consistency in how the text is displayed is a
goal.
The group is looking for ways to parse
the RBDS text message stream to allow
information categories to be identified and
extracted for display based on what data the
participants believe consumers would want
to see displayed on the radio.
The group expects to include the ODA in
the U.S. standard for RBDS. The ODA will
be open to anyone who wants to use it, said
Littlejohn and David Layer, director of
advanced engineering of NAB Science &
Technology, who is the association's staff liaison to the NRSC. The ODA will also be coordinated with the IBOC standard the DAB
Subcommittee is developing, called NRSC-5.
The group is considering proposals detailing how the ODA would be structured.
"We'd like more people to join the ODA
working group," said Littlejohn. Interested
parties may submit proposals for accomplishing this to the NRSC by sending them
to Megan Hayes of the Consumer
Electronics Association at mhayesece.org
or Layer at dlayerenab.org.
Although the original deadline for submission was Jan. 15, Littlejohn said the
group would consider ideas submitted
beyond that date if the matter was still open.
— Leslie Slim sou
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Vermont
Continued from page 1

possible adverse health effects from
the electromagnetic radiation of the
station's antenna, constructed an environmental legal argument against the
transmitter and tower.

1.06.7W ZN
Broadcasters and some industry
groups who followed the case, which
concerned a tower built in 1987, worried about the long-term impact aneg-

RFR from WIZN(FM) will cause no
adverse effect," stated members in the
report.
The homeowners' group and its
attorney claimed WIZN presented
undue air pollution caused by the RF,
said Gerry Tarrant, the attorney representing the transmitter opponents.
Air pollution is one of the 10 major
developmental categories under Act
250 in Vermont that the environmental
board regulates, Tarrant said.
"We contend current ( FCC) RF
exposure standards are outdated and
do not take into account low levels of
radio frequency radiation absorbed by
the body over time," Tarrant said.
The antenna and tower were erected
in 1987 on Pease Mountain. The dispute dates to 1995 when residents near
Charlotte, Vt., claimed the facility
failed to meet Vermont's development

T

he homeowners' group and its attorney

claimed WIZN presented undue air

pollution caused by the RF

ative decision could have on an industry they feel is already coping with
harsh tower siting guidelines from
communities.
The Vermont Environmental Board
ruled in late October that there was
not enough evidence to determine that
RFR exposure was impacting the
health of the station's neighbors.
"While the evidence in this case
raises several concerns about the possible adverse health effects associated
with RFR, the Board is persuaded by a
preponderance of the evidence that

control laws, known as Act 250. The
group then attempted to have the
board force the broadcaster to move.
A subsequent board decision found
that, when the tower was constructed,
it had been unclear whether the site
required a state land- use permit. An
Act 250 permit eventually was granted
in 1999. Opponents appealed it.
Lawsuits by the homeowners' group
ensued, with as many as six filed
before various regulatory bodies at
one time, including one that claimed
the broadcaster's signal interfered

3

with home appliances.
The environmental board held a
series of open meetings in April of
2004 to discuss revoking the broadcaster's permit, and reached adecision
in October.
"This was a significant win for
broadcasters. Iknow of no other case
where the FCC's OET-65 rules, which
set the maximum permissible exposure
to radio frequency radiation, were
attacked head on," said Fred
Hopengarten of WIZN's legal team.
"Residents
were
asking
the
Environmental Board to set levels dramatically lower.
"We proved that the science doesn't
change. In fact, the FCC is always
reviewing and updating OET-65,"
Hopengarten said.
WIZN is licensed to Vergennes, Vt.,
and operates at 50 kW.
The ongoing litigation eventually
caused the radio station's owners to
consider moving the tower to an alternative location, Hopengarten said,
though none of the options worked
out.
The station, owned by Burlington
Broadcasters Inc., spent close to $ 1
million in defense expenses, said Jay
Williams, chief operating officer.
"We are local and committed broadcasters who faced a lot of trumped up
and overblown charges. We felt it
would have been disastrous for us and
the industry to have lost this case,"
Williams said.
The board concluded that there is
no persuasive evidence that RFR can

ELECTRONICS

RESEARCH,

INC.

Winner of a
Radio World
"Cool Stuff"
Award

Group Loses Tower RFR Decision
WASHINGTON The efforts of an environmental group to persuade the FCC to
review radio frequency radiation guidelines appear to have suffered asetback.
The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia has denied a
petition from the EMR Network that sought to challenge the model of harm from
radio frequency radiation upon which U.S. exposure guidelines are based.
The EMR Network describes itself as an education organization working at the
federal level to challenge the so-called "thermal model" of harm from RFR exposure. The group wants RFR to be considered in land use hearings, which would
require achange in the Telecom Act.
The group argued that the commission's refusal to undertake arulemaking constitutes an improper delegation of its duties to private organizations and government
agencies, according to court records.
The three-judge panel wrote in its December decision: "The FCC appears not to
have abdicated its responsibilities ... the commission has an adequate mechanism in
place for accommodating changes in scientific knowledge."
Analysts say the court's decision means the FCC is not required to reopen atechnical issue simply because anew expert has posed anew theory, or studies cast a
small bit of doubt on aprior standard.
"The court ruled the FCC cannot be forced to make decisions that are ' beyond
the shadow of adoubt,' but rather, such decisions can only be overturned if arbitrary
and capricious," said James Dunstan of Garvey Schubert Barer.
The FCC may rely on the preexisting body of evidence on which the original
standard was based in the face of minimal new evidence to the contrary, rather than
start all over again and reassess its prior standard every time it is asked to do so,
Dunstan added.
EMR Network has connections to agroup of Vermont residents who tried to
force a radio station near Burlington to move its tower because of fears over ill
health effects from RF radiation (see story, page x).
Mary Beth Freeman, one of the original handful of homeowners who sought to
revoke WIZN(FM)'s land use permit by appealing to the Vermont Environmental
Board, also sits on EMR Network's board of directors, according to the appeals
court decision.
— by Randy J. Stine

cause cancer or any other adverse nonthermal health problem, Williams said.
"The small levels of RFR the general public can get from our tower is less
than what our opponents got from
holding their cell phones to their ears
during the proceedings," Williams
said.
Despite what he termed the " landmark status" of the case, Williams said
neither the National Association of
Broadcasters nor the Vermont
Association of Broadcasters offered
much legal or other support.
"This is an industry problem and is
not unique to Charlotte," Williams
said. He acknowledged that NAB provided names of RF consultants but
said the association didn't provide
more.
An NAB spokesman said the association can provide legal or engineering
assistance to members, but not financial aid.
Vermont
Association
of
Broadcasters Executive Director Alan
Noyes said, "Burlington Broadcasters
did contact us originally in regards to
this issue," but that the organization
elected not to become involved.
"It was our policy and still is our
policy not to become involved in lawsuits between two parties."
Tarrant said the homeowners' group
plans no appeal.
"The group feels we presented the
board with the best information we
had and still lost. The judicial process
is
about
the
process,
not
outcomes." 411
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RDS Journal: Scrolling, and More
Broadcast Group Puts Up Title & Artist;
Explores Translator Handoff Capability
Most of Journal Broadcast Group's
radio stations are implementing RDS —
25 of its 28 FMs. I spoke to Vice
President of Radio Engineering Andy
Laird as part of my occasional series of
columns about radio data.
"We think it's important piece and are
rolling it out," he said of the analog data
service. "We use it to add song title and
artist and station slogan to the display."
As abroadcaster, he said, "You're really

said with achuckle. So did the buzz generated by satellite radio.
When Journal began exploring RDS, it
was pleasantly surprised by how many
receivers were in the field.
"We weren't really aware of how many
RDS radios were coming out of Detroit
and elsewhere. Lots and lots of cars have
RDS in them now. The receiver base was
out there."
Journal is using the FMB80 RDS

I n some cases the group had song title and
artists spelled phonetically, on purpose. It
had to change that for public consumption.

looking for what differentiates you from
someone else; and if you can add a ' wow,
cool' factor, this is all part of the perceptual game. Frankly, it's not abig investment for something that is immediately
noticeable."
RDS had been running on afew stations
that the company had purchased. " In
some cases the local engineer kept it
going, and basically it was just the call
letters," he said.
But Laird had been impressed by aseminar two or three years ago at which
receiver makers were talking about
research on satellite and HD Radio.
When they asked focus groups to try
satellite receivers and then took the
radios away, one of the things listeners
missed most was song title and artist.
That finding "blew me, and our management, away," Laird said. "We thought,
'Wait aminute, we can do that. —
Another factor was acompetitive one.
"Nothing is more compelling to acorporate mandate than having a traveling
executive get in acar and see something
on someone else's station, and not on
ours. That added a log to the fire," he

encoder from Audemat-Aztec at its stations.
Cost/benefit?
Flic most vocal response to date has
been from station staff.
"Everyone says, ' Oh cool, look," Laird
said. "Can you directly relate that to revenue? Of course not. Can we sell it? We
don't know."
But Laird says automation suppliers are
talking about interfaces to make those
kind of things possible, citing Scott
Studios and its new owners dMarc
Broadcasting as an example. He also said
that RDS is not acostly project, given the
awareness it generates. He estimates his
cost, including hardware, monitoring and
tuners, at about $5,000 per station.
Iasked what challenges they'd encountered. "We had to work with our automation hard-disk storage companies to get
the interface to work the way we wanted," he said. " We chose the Audemat
encoder because we thought it gave us
the greatest flexibility for doing things."
Journal operates three audio storage
systems: Scott, Maestro and Dalet. "All

three have different challenges. Two of
the three we've mastered; the third we're
working on."
Laird offers atip: Talk to your hard-disk
vendors and ask what kind of interfaces
they have for your situation. As you
shop, also ask your RDS vendors if they
have clients interfaced to your type of
automation, and what kind of software
was involved to make it work.
"Getting Audemat talking to the vendors was actually easy, and was part of
the way we worked out the interfaces."
He complimented the manufacturer on its
personal attention, and said the willingness of vendors to talk to one another
was an important part of his experience.
Also don't underestimate the planning
involved.
"I tasked key individuals to deal with
this. It actually consumed a lot of their
time. We've done the spade work, but it
took some effort. Once we got the interfaces going, now you put it up and dry
run it, to watch in aterminal mode, correct this and that, go through the metadata in every cut in the library," he said.
For instance, data had not been entered
with the public in mind. "In some cases
we had song title and artists spelled phonetically, on purpose. So we had to
change all that. Then you throw it up and
you're surprised how different it looks
because of spaces and commas and such,
to make asensible display."
Scrolling
Journal has experimented with the controversial use of scrolling on the Program
Service field, but its policy is not to
scroll title and artist unless the user pushes the button for the Radio Text display.
"We agree that we're a large, deeppocket industry and don't want the exposure to possible lawsuits."
Looking to the future, Laird said he is
"very much behind" NRSC efforts to
integrate the RDS and HD Radio display
experiences, "so as you're driving around
in a weak system, the two systems can
blend back and forth without a major
change in the display. That work is
underway, in its infant stages." (See sto-

From the Editor

Paul J. McLane
ry, page 2.)
Iasked whether U.S. radio is taking full
advantage of RDS, given the many applications that had been touted for it, such
as handing off listeners from station to
station — or station to translator.
"I'm exploring the handoff idea on
KGMG(FM) in Tucson," he said. "Ihave
atranslator within the coverage of the
main transmitter that will show the same
program codes and station codes, so the
receiver can pick whichever one it wants.
And the translator is better for athird of
the population in Tucson."
Interestingly, Laird said, engineers in
Omaha learned by accident about the
potential for this kind of use.
"We misunderstood asetup code in the
encoder. The operations manager did not
want the unique call letters to pop up; he
wanted the name, not the call letters. As a
result of this misunderstanding, he left
that field blank.
"We had four of these things going and
we started getting calls saying, ' Iwas listening to KQCH and it popped over to
KKCD. What's going on? — The
receivers were picking from the group's
multiple FMs and switching tuning.
Stations with translators would not be
the only beneficiaries. The same functionality could allow, say, asimulcast of
three Class A stations in Los Angeles to
provide seamless coverage for listeners.
These are the kinds of uses for which
RDS was intended, but which have not
seen much use in the United States.
Expect that to change now that groups
large and small are exploring RDS more
aggressively.
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NEWSWATCH•

KCSN Tests
IBOC Booster
KCSN(FM), Northridge, Calif. was
testing an FM IBOC booster licensed to
West Los Angeles in December.
According to NAB's Tech Check
newsletter, the Cal State station has an
experimental license from the FCC to
conduct the tests. The station believes the
booster will allow the station to reach an
additional 400,000 listeners in West Los
Angeles with a current estimated audience of 1.4 million in the San Fernando
and Santa Clarita Valleys.
KCSN CE Mike Worrall told NAB the
station was characterizing the performance
of its booster system and expected to file
an engineering report with the FCC.

OMT Notes New
Investment
WINNIPEG, Manitoba OMT, which
makes iMediaTouch products among other offerings, said it raised $ 1.4 million
through aprivate placement offering and
financial restructuring. Its stock trades on
the Canadian TSX Venture Exchange,
which must approve the deal.
The supplier recently posted a net
loss of $284,000 for the third quarter; it
called this was a significant improvement from aloss of $711,000 ayear earlier. The company also narrowed its
losses year-to-date, from $751,000 in
the first nine months of 2003, to
$560,000 this year.
OMT has said in recent weeks that
its management is pleased with the
improvement in its performance and is

"strongly focused on closing the balance of the gap to profitability by
increasing sales, with a particular
emphasis on emerging opportunities for
the Entertain Media division."
President/CEO Scott Farr said the
investment means the company "will also
have sufficient time to discuss further
investment from strategic accredited private investors and companies in the USA
and Canada." One of its strategic
investors, ENSIS, has expanded its
investment
The company also has completed
redemption of all of its preferred shares.

Audiovox to Buy
Terk in
Sat Radio Move
HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. Audiovox
wants to grow its share of satellite
radio equipment and plans to acquire
Terk Technologies Corp. for $ 13.6 million plus a debt agreement based on
future revenue targets. The agreement
was described as preliminary.
Terk makes satellite radio antennas.
It has adeal with XM Satellite to provide and develop car stereo aftermarket products.
The companies estimate Terk will
have 2004 sales of about $50 million.
Audiovox posted revenue of $ 1.32 billion for 2003.
The chairman of Audiovox stated,
"Terk brings significant expertise in the
specialized satellite radio industry, which
we have identified as afast-growth hightech market, and we believe it will serve
to strengthen our position for future
growth in that segment."

Ibiquity Certifies
Atmel's IC
For IBOC Receivers
COLUMBIA, Md. Ibiquity Digital has
certified atuner chip by semiconductor maker Atmel Corp. for use in car and home HI)
Radio receivers. The Atmel T4260 RF tuner
chip is used to tune the radio and converts
the signal into afrequency that the receiver
can decode.
Amtel says the flexible IF output frequency enables receiver designers to adapt the IC
to various customers' needs.
Ibiquity COO Jeff Jury says the chip will
give receiver manufacturers another tuner
design option, which will help them get HD
Radios to market faster and help reduce
manufacturing costs.

BBC Hopes to
Delay Analog
Sunset
LONDON The BBC has asked the British
government for athree-year grace period
before lawmakers decide on adate for a
radio analog "sunset."

The Guardian newspaper reported that
the BBC feels the country isn't ready to drop
analog for digital broadcasts and to do so too
soon would be disruptive.
The broadcaster has poured lots on money into promoting the Eureka- 147 system
and has developed special digital-only programming to entice listeners to buy digital
radios. Even so, the broadcaster suggested a
joint industry plan over three years to ensure
a smooth transition, according to the
Guardian.
The broadcaster has aplan to allocate five
blocks of so-called Band III spectrum to be
shared by the entire industry to allow the
BBC and commercial radio services to
move to digital, according to the account.
This is necessary because new spectrum is
needed to go digital with the Eureka- 147
system.
Analog TV is to be shut off there between
2008 and 2012. Roughly 50 percent of 24.5
million U.K. households receive adigital
TV signal; that compares with 4percent of
households that own adigital radio.

FCC Upholds
Mt. Wilson RFR Fines
WASHINGTON The FCC reaffirmed
lines of $ 10,(XX) to three stations for exceeding the Radio Frequency Radiation exposure
limits from towers located on Mt. Wilson,
near Los Angeles.
The commission levied the fines in 2003
See NEWSWATCH, page 6
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Two Killed When
Plane Hits KFI Tower
LOS ANGELES A small plane crashed into the 760-foot tower of KFI(AM)
in Los Angeles in December, killing ahusband and wife aboard aCessna 182
and temporarily knocking the Clear Channel station off the air. The singleengine plane struck the tower at about 9:45 a.m. and the tower collapsed.
The plane was headed to Fullerton Airport from El Monte when it crashed. It
was about a mile from the airport when it struck the tower in a commercial
area
of
La
Mirada, Calif.
Retired KFI
Chief Engineer
Marvin Collins
said the tower
was completed
and put into
service in 1948.
New guy cables
had
been
installed and
the
tower
repainted
in
August of 2004.
In the early
1960s the tower
The top half of the base insulator is seen, still attached
was struck by
to the bottom of the fallen tower. The insulator pair supanother small
ported the 400,000-pound steel KFI tower.
airplane that
crashed to the
ground in aparking lot across the street, Collins said. The tower was not damaged in that crash.
The December crash was "adirect hit that appeared to shear off the top 10
feet of the tower and cause the tower to collapse," he said. The antenna tuning
unit house was destroyed by the crashing tower.
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DRM
be Continued from page I
Participants from North and South
America attended what was billed as the
first such meeting on this continent,
according to DRM.
"We are ready for you if you want us,"
Senger Chairman Peter Senger told some
90 attendees from the United States,
Canada, Mexico, the Caribbean, Chile,
Peru, Brazil and Ecuador as they took part
in a day dedicated to a technology that
permits high- quality mono and stereo
radio, free from noise and fading, on the
bands currently used for short-, mediumand long-wave analog transmission.
Speakers from eight countries that
belong to the DRM consortium stressed
its potential for local, national, regional
and international broadcasting and for a
revitalization of wavebands ( such as
shortwave) that no longer pull in the
mass audiences now listening on FM.
Shortwave and digital
The attendees included radio stations,
principally holders of AM and shortwave
licenses, as well as regulators and manufacturers of transmission equipment and
receivers.
Jan Hoek, vice chairman of DRM and
acting director of Radio Nederlands
Wereldomroep, chaired the event. He discussed the progress made since DRM was
unveiled six years earlier at aceremony in
China and described it as "arguably the
fastest technology ever developed."
Professor Douglas Boyd of the
University of Kentucky said asuggestion
he made to a group of broadcasters
sparked the initial consideration of digital
transmission in the AM bands, earning
him the title of "grandfather of DRM."
Transmitter manufacturer DRS
Broadcast
Technology ( formerly
Continental Electronics) hosted the symposium and four days of DRM internal
meetings that preceded it. Addressing the
audience, DRS Vice President Adil Mina
said that DRM has the answer for broad-

casters wanting to enter the digital age.
Senger said in addition to the new,
non-auto receivers coming to the market
at the end of this year. the DRM consortium predicts about 1million radios with
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best migration path for existing analog
broadcasters would be for them, where
possible, to simulcast in DRM on the
adjacent channel but with DRM power
far lower than analog.

INTERNATIONAL_ SYMPOSIUM •
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Hosted by Continental Electronics

Supported by DRU, NASB and
USA DRM Group

a division of ORS Technologies
Dehas, Texas, USA

the ability to decode DRM signals will be
used by the end of 2006 and 4 million by
year-end 2008.
According to Senger, the consortium
expects transmission hours to grow from the
current 350 hours aday to 700 hours per day
in 2006, and 1,600 hours per day in 2008.
Senger also said that when a station
upgrades to DRM transmission, it pays
off the upgrade costs in adecade thanks
to electricity savings.
Migration path
As for the proposal to extend DRM to
higher frequency bands, Senger said he
thought it unlikely that the FM band used
in Western Europe ( 87.5-108.0 MHz)
would be used for DRM in the foreseeable
future, but believed that bands that have
fallen into disuse, such as 66-74 MHz in
Eastern Europe, might well be used.
Don Messer of the International
Broadcasting Bureau, the chairman of the
DRM Technical Committee, gave the audience abasic DRM primer, describing how
the system works and what it is capable of.
He predicted that the 21 MHz and 26
MHz broadcast bands would support
local transmission while the 9MHz to 17
MHz bands would be used for intercontinental services and the 7 MHz, 6 MHz
and 4 MHz bands would be ideal for
national and regional broadcasters who
want to cover vast areas.
On the AM band, he suggested the

During the gathering, several broadcasters carried out demonstration transmissions to the conference in Dallas.
Temporary licenses
These included Christian Vision from
Santiago, Chile; HCJB/World Radio
Network from Quito, Ecuador; Radio
Canada International from Sackville,
New Brunswick; TDF from Issoudun,
France; and RNW from Bonaire. The
DRS factory in Dallas conducted a local
750 W transmission on the 26 MHz band.
The transmission powers for the international transmissions varied from 4 kW
to 50 kW in both mono and stereo.
The day ended with a roundtable discussion that included Jeff White of
WRMI(FM) in Miami, the founder of the
DRM USA Group. He said the FCC is
issuing temporary licenses for DRM
operation to shortwave stations in the
United States.
Fernando Borjón Figueroa, from the
government agency that regulates broadcasters in Mexico, told the group that that
it expects to start testing DRM in Mexico
soon, along with the ongoing Eureka- I47
and Ibiquity HD Radio DAB systems.
Closing the meeting, Senger urged the
Americas to consider adopting the nonproprietary DRM international standard
for digital radio. "There is no question
mark," he said, " we are here and you can
use our open standard."

to

Newswatch
Continued from page 5
against Radio One, licensee of
KKBT(FM); Infinity Broadcasting,
licensee of KRTH(FM); and Telemundo,
licensee of TV station KWHY(TV).
A fourth station, KBIG(FM), a former AMFM station and now a Clear
Channel facility, paid its fine.
If the exposure limits are exceeded
due to emissions of multiple transmitters, the FCC says all the licensees share
the responsibility to get the RF emissions down to an acceptable level.
During an inspection in 2002 the FCC
found the main antenna farm was not
fully fenced or gated. The public can get
close to the site because it's near apark
and post office, said the agency.
"Conservatively, the RFR fields
exceeded the ... limits for the general
population by over 50 percent," said the
commission in its decision.
The licensees installed fencing, but
on a subsequent inspection in 2003,
field agents found the gate open.
In its reply, Infinity said the field
agents did not tell KRTH they thought
it was exceeding the RF exposure limits. Infinity also said it had no legal
right to control the non- compliant
area. The company wanted the fines
divided up by the percentage over the
RFR limits for which each station was
responsible.
Radio One said that in its own studies
KKBT was not over the limit.
Telemundo said the field agents couldn't be certain of their measurements
"because the margin of uncertainty is
too great given the broadband methodology used."
The commission rejected all the arguments. It encouraged licensees to work
together to mitigate high RF emissions.
The Mt. Wilson licensees could ask
the Media Bureau to reconsider its
decision or request that commissioners
overturn the bureau's decision.

FCC: Satellite Radio
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WASHINGTON The FCC still considers
satellite radio exempt from broadcast indecency rules, and the agency isn't moving to
change that.
In a letter from FCC Media Bureau
Chief to Saul Levine, president of Mt.
Wilson FM Broadcasters in Los
Angeles, Media Bureau Chief Ken
Ferree reiterated that " subscriptionbased services do not call into play the
issue of indecency" and "the commission does not impose regulations regarding indecency on services lacking the
indiscriminate access to children that
characterizes broadcasting."
Ferree stated in the December letter there
was no basis on which to revisit this decision.
This theme follows comments Chairman
Michael Powell made in an opinion piece in
the New York Times. Powell said the
Supreme Court affords media other than
broadcasting stronger constitutional protections.
Levine had asked the agency to change
the satellite radio rules to include an indecency provision.
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Information is provided by suppliers
and users. Tell us about your unusual or
prominent purchase or sale; send details
and photos to radioworldeimaspub.com.
Broadcast Electronics said Entercom
Communications ordered 14 HD Radio
transmission systems to expand HD
Radio into five more markets. The purchases include transmitters for five stations in Portland, five in Kansas City,
two in Indianapolis and two in Denver.
Transmitters include seven high-powered FMi 703 as well as lower-powered
FMi 402, FMi 301, FMi 106 and FMi 73
with associated equipment.
Separately, public station WIUM(FM)
in Macomb, Ill., used CPB financial support to order two Broadcast Electronics
HD Radio transmitters and aBE Big Pipe
wideband STL that will prepare it for
secondary audio and datacasting, the supplier said. The transmitters were ordered
through RF Specialties of Missouri.
The station and its repeater are
licensed to Western Illinois University.
Engineer Greg Manfroi said the station is
now completely digital from control
rooin to exciter. BE also is providing
upgrades to the station's AudioVault for
PAD fields and provisions for Tomorrow
Radio and ContentDepot....
Dielectric Communications said its
HDR Series Interleaved Antenna System
was installed at WNNK(FM) in
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Harrisburg, Pa. The antenna permits
simultaneous transmission of analog and
HD radio signals from the same antenna
aperture.
The station chief is Dave Supplee.
For aradio studio in his home, Sean

Hannity used Harris Broadcast to customize and install acustom studio. The
studio feeds WABC(AM) at Penn Plaza
in New York. It includes aHarris VSDM,
VistaMax Digital Mixer and equipment
racks. The facility is wired with CAT-5
unshielded cables for AES/EBU digital
signals. Neutrik provided the XLRs,
RCAs and Speakon connectors.using EZ
series male and female XLRs.
CSN Radio ordered 17 FT-1AP
receivers from Fanfare Electronics for
use in translator reception applications.
Separately, Family Life Network used
six of the units.
The supplier also published information about field tests conducted by CSN,
which can be viewed at wwwfanfare.
comIPDFICSN-comment.pdf.
Prism Sound provided aDscope III
test system to Namtai, aChinese audio

I

Take EAS Decoder
Offline When
Servicing
Bob Schroeder, communications and
warning officer for the New Jersey Office
of Emergency Management, shares a tip
with Radio World readers:
An incident occurred today regarding
our monthly RMT that prompts me to offer
this piece of advice for all LP stations.
Our current LP1 station was correcting an audio problem with its EAS
chain when an accidental RMT was
broadcast which contained a snippet
that station's program. While some
downstream stations were able to stop
the re-broadcast, the RMT did air on a
number of stations. There was quite a
bit of consternation when the LP1's
program got aired over several competing stations!
Lesson learned: When servicing your
EAS encoder (e.g., changing the time,
length of the window, etc.) it is highly recommended that you take the encoder
offline so that it doesn't accidentally trigger
an RMT — or worse, air an unintentional
event code that could alarm the public.
Write to the author via e-mail to 1ppschrregw.njsp.org.

manufacturer that needed to test aUSB
audio product with two jack inputs and
a USB output for a games console
manufacturer. The user needed to produce 6,000 units per day, in atest time
of 7 seconds per unit, including asuite
of tests at two sample rates (44.1/48
kHz). Results were transferred to an
Excel file. ...
Media Monitors said it signed an
agreement with Clear Channel to provide its online broadcast monitoring services to 130 of the group's stations in 25
major markets.
Separately, Entercom is buying monitoring services from Media Monitors for
stations in Boston. The group will use it
there as asales tool.
The supplier delivers same- day
broadcast data online via the AirCheck
service. 11
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ON TH1AC•T'ION...
ON OR OFF THE FIELD.
Matrix Portable:
Delivering the sound of the coin toss
to listeners around the world is as
simple as pressing abutton. Only
the advanced Comrex Matrix
POTS codec delivers the highest
quality audio and superior
connection reliability over both
standard wired and GSM wireless
phone connections. Our road proven design and construction,
plus ease of operation and realworld features, make Matrix your
best choice for all your POTS and
ISDN remotes. The results? Your
listeners hear the collision, the grunting,
the exhale... and the sound of victory.
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Matrix Rack:
Sure all the action is in the field, but agreat remote
needs agreat home base. And there's nothing better
than the Matrix Rack. It's compatible via POTS and
ISDN with ALL Comrex codecs as well as those from
nearly everyone else. Perfect for receiving those calls
from the field. Make the Matrix Rack the center of
communications for ALL your remotes.

Grab your audience by the ears and give them
the full experience—not just astory.

Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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Infrared Cameras Can Catch Vandals
by John Bisset
Reading about our site security suggestions, Douglas Thompson, DOE for
Minnesota Public Radio, writes about
an idea he's used at remote transmitter
sites. The solution will not necessarily
stop vandals but it may help catch
them.
Infrared-controlled snapshot cameras
are used to photograph wild game and
are sold at hunting and outdoor outlets
like Gander Mountain and Cabella's.
These cameras can be mounted in areas
where you expect the activity to occur.
The cameras are automatic, triggered
by movement and IR energy — heat.
Most come with aflash, but that feature
can be defeated if you want to snap pictures covertly. An IR illuminator can be
used to provide a light source without
tipping off the vandal, and it provides
the equivalent of a monochrome picture.
Their results: they've snapped afew
pictures of deer, fox and even acougar
— not common in the metro of
Minneapolis and Saint Paul! — but no
vandals yet. Douglas and his crew have
been lucky, but maybe the Houston
engineering community could use this
method to identify the people responsible for the many break ins at their sites.
Douglas Thompson can be reached
at dthompson@mprorg.
Maybe vandals will think twice if
the word gets out that every station is
installing these infrared cameras.
Perhaps there is some money — and
good will — to be had in this idea for a
smart broadcast supplier who adds IR
cameras to its line. And buying and
installing such cameras might be a
good contract engineer project for your
client stations. Let me know if you're

successful in marketing
this service.
* **
As you plug and seal
openings in the walls of
transmitter buildings or

especially mice, will eat the cured
foam.
Unless you lace the foam plug with
steel wool, foam alone is not the best
way to stop rodents. The foam will
stop insects, and the steel wool will
stop rodents. See Fig. I. This tip is
also useful in sealing cabling inputs to
equipment racks and transmitters.
Curt can be reached at curt@
t?wis.com.

Fig. 1: Use steel wool and expanding foam to seal
cable entries in coupling unit buildings or enclosures.

Fig. 3: The Mega Mover Folds up for easy storage.

Fig. 2: Invest in a heavy-duty hand truck for
moving remote gear — or heavy jocksl

coupling networks, keep
in mind this tip from
"Cowboy" Curt.
Curtis Flick provides
technical services in the
Akron,
Ohio,
area.
Although
a can of
expanding foam will keep
weather — as well as
insects and rodents — out
of the transmitter building, note that rodents,

***
While clearing off his desk the other
day, Dale McCubbins, program director
for WCVK(FM) and WJVK(FM) in
Kentucky, saw our suggestion about
using an old EV mike case to hold a
news reporter's "grab and go" kit. Dale's
stations use an older version of a
Walkman MD, so he went to Wal-Mart
and purchased atwo-pistol carrying case.
See HEAVY, DUDE!, page 10

Simple or Interactive ROS -your choice!
Inovonics offers two ways to hop aboard the RDS bandwagon
Our new 702 " Mini Encoder" gives you a basic RDS
presence for a minimum investment. Put your station scall or
street name on the radio faceplate, send all the important
system IDs, and use 64 characters of RadioText for station
and program info. The 702 features aWindows® interface and
easy USB connectivity.
Model 702 - $ 420

cP
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1305 Fair Ave. • Santa Cruz, CA 95060
TEL: ( 831) 458-0552 • FAX: ( 831) 458-0554
www.inovon.com • e-mail: infoeinovon.com

The 712 is our full-featured encoder. Compatible with third- party software,
it connects with station automation to scroll song and artist info, weather, promos
and advertising in either the conventional block format or in our unique
safe-scrolling mode. An independent RadioText register simultaneously sends
fixed info, such as station slogans, contest phone numbers, etc.
Model 712 - $ 1250
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We call it ProFiler. Our clients call it indispensable.
What would you do with acomputer-based audio logger? Telos ProFiler's MP3 audio logging features alone (expandable to capture up to 8streams one one PC) are enough to satisfy most folks, but ProFiler is loaded with other tools...
like askimmer that switches to ahigher bit-rate when the mic is open, export functions that help you assemble greatsounding airchecks and composites quickly, and remote access via IP. But — as you can see — our clients tell us that
ProFiler helps them do even more.
Now, it's your turn. Tell us how you'd use asoftware logging package this powerful and you could win your very own
copy. First, discover all of ProFiler's capabilities by browsing www.telos-systems.com/ProFiled. Then, tell us what
problem ProFiler could solve for your station; e-mail your ideas to ProFiler@telos-systems.com by March 31, 2005. If
yours is the coolest, we'll send you afree ProFiler* (
plus, we'll use your idea in one of our upcoming advertisements).
Telos ProFiler. How will you use it?

AUDIO INETWORKS

Telos, the Telos logo and ProFiler are registered trademarks of TLS Corporation. © 2004, TLS Corporation. All rights reserved.
'Free ProFiler pin 2201-00017. includes software and one Telos ProFiler audio card.
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Listen to the World
With Someone Else's Radio
There's No License Required to Use the Internet
And User- Controlled Online Tuners
by Jim Southwick, N7HFK

here as simply UCOTs. Essentially, with
a UCOT someone has already gone

allows you to tune the radio in real time,
as if you were sitting right in front of it.
Of course, the down side is that you
may have to share this radio with other
users, but you'll find that you often have
a radio to yourself at various times
throughout the day and night.

The good news is that there are
some long-time sites still offering full
access to the public and, yes, they are
completely free. And many of these
free sites are actually superior to the
paid sites, as they are offered by ham
radio operators who share their radios
and antenna systems and who enjoy
providing the service for free. My site,
jimandleah.com, was started on just
that premise ( I'll list other sites to
check out later in this article).

Are there many UCOTs around?
Although these public online systems have been around for some time

This article first appeared in Popular
Communications Magazine.

User-Controlled Online Tuners
Fortunately these days, you don't need
to worry about the radio or the antenna
system if you have acomputer connected
to the Internet. Even adial- up line will
work fine.
Welcome to the world of the user-controlled online tuners, which we'll refer to

Photos by Leah Hogsten

Have you thought about getting a
shortwave radio to listen to distant stations, whether broadcast, pirate radio or
ham radio? Maybe you'd like a scanner
to cover abroad range of frequencies and
modes. In theory, it sounds quite easy to
just purchase aradio and start listening.
The problem is, as we all know, the
radio is only as good as the antenna system
it's connected to. This is an additional cost
and hassle many fail to take into account.
It can even be prohibitive, depending on
your location and limitations. And if you
want to listen to abroad range of frequencies in various modes (for example, AM,
SSB, FM, CW, etc.), the cost for these
receivers can be fairly steep.

Author Jim Southwick standing on his roof with afew of his antennas above him.
through the trouble and expense of buying the receiver and antenna system,
along with the software needed to make
it available through the Internet. This

r

Today's top engineers need a
reliable source of eep tech infs.

in various formats, they have never
really taken off because they're expensive to set up, run and maintain. So,
although there are sites coming online
now and then, many other older sites
have ceased to exist or have gone private.
Also many of the remaining sites
have gone to a pay status in order to
recoup some of the costs of running
the systems.

Heavy, Dude!

Kinds of UCOTs?
There are various software "styles" of
online radio systems.
Some of the oldest programs have
been written privately and have amore
"manual" feel, meaning they don't provide real-time feedback, such as signal
strength or graphing and chat capabilities. You basically enter the frequency
and mode and then listen. However, the
station quality is very good on the sites
I've seen that use their own written
software.
The others, as we'll see, provide ahost
of information to the user in real time.
Two of the most popular public versions
that provide realtime feedback and are
easy to use are JavaRadio (
wwwjavaradio.com
or
dxtuners.com)
and
VisualRadio (
www.visualradio.de).
Both versions almost never require
you to download anything and will
usually work as soon as you access the
page. They also offer real-time chat
rooms so users can converse and share
thoughts while using the tuners. The
chat window is a great place to meet
people with common interests.
The JavaRadio network consists of
many radios worldwide mainly in
Europe) and is very user-friendly for the
online listener and rich with features. You
can tune many parameters of the radio,
See TUNERS, page 12

Mega-mover in its folded position.
Contact your SCMS rep (
www.scmsinc
.com) to order.

Continued from page 8
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World Engineering Extra
"

Published six times ayear, this "deep tech"
version of Radio World is pure technology,
with articles written by engineers for
engineers — edited by an engineer active
in the industry. White papers, in-depth
engineering session coverage, technical
op-ed and analysis articles — if it's
important to radio engineers, you'll find
it in Radio World Engineering Extra.
•
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For under 10 bucks, there's room enough
for the mike, cables, MD, batteries and even
aheadset if you want — without any foam
trimming. Just make sure you put enough
bumper stickers on the case so security officers see it's not holding adeadly weapon!
Dale can be reached at daleechristianfamilyradio.com.

nj4•9:11 1.17

Sign up now for your FREE subscription at:
http://www.rwonline.com/eng-extra
Even if you rire d Rdclio World subscriber , you must sign up to receive R\X/ EE

I've written about interesting products
that showed up at tic recent BosCon convention, including afree wiring guide from
Clark Wire and Cable offered by Jeff
Rosenberg of Modulation Magic.
BosCon featured another "find" for any
engineer handling remotes. Jim Peck of the
Northeast office of SCMS rolled in with the
mother of all hand trucks. Meet the Wesco
Industrial Products' Mega-mover. You can
view the hand truck at www.wescomfg.com.
It's not cheap, but how many twentybuck hand trucks have you bought for
remote gear over the last couple of years
only to have them fall apart? With pneumatic tires and asturdy welded design, this truck
will handle 500 pounds, as seen in Fig. 2.
O.K., Idon't weigh 500 pounds, but the
photo shows the rugged design.
The lip of the hand truck is large enough
to hold plastic bins or speakers, and the
pneumatic wheels make maneuvering easy
even with afull load. Fig. 3shows SCMS
reps Matt Cauthen and Jim Peck with the

* * *
Newer high- power transmitters have
some sort of three-phase power monitor
built in. Usually, the device simply monitors
phase loss.
If your three-phase transmitter doesn't
have this kind of monitor, or if you are looking for ameans of monitoring your transmitter site's three-phase voltage, we've got a
solution for you.
SSAC, probably best known for solidstate tower light flasher modules, has developed the WVM series of microcomputercontrolled three-phase Voltage Monitors.
SSAC has packed alot of features into this
little box, which measurs 4-1/2 by 7inches.
Start with a10 fault non-volatile memory,
10 amp isolated relay contacts and both a
manual or remote reset. Using front-panel
rotating pointers, the WVM can be set to
select line voltage, phase unbalance, trip
delay and restart mode. Obstruction lighting
specialists UNIMAR has these monitors
available. Reach them at (800) 739-9169 or
www.unimancom.
John Bisset has worked as a chief engineer and contract engineer for more than 30
years. He is the Northeast Regional Sales
Manager for Dielectric Communications.
Reach him at (571) 217-9386, or john.bisset@dielectric.spx.com.
Submissions for this column are encouraged, and qualify for SBE recertification
credit. •

After ALL, Isn't Peace Of Mind What You
Really Want?
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Creative talent, interesting topics, and interactivity make great radio, but some times things go a bit too far.
Protect your station from potentially costly FCC fines with the powerful combination of the world-standard
Eventide BD500-401 digital broadcast delay, and the flexible Eventide VR-615B logger. With afull 40 seconds of
delay the BD500-401 allows you to " take back" potentially offensive statements and the VR-615B logger allows
you to prove it! With up to 24 channels of logging it's perfect for your consolidated operation.

You can even

track the competition!
Harris and Eventide have teamed up to bring you peace of mind and agreat deal! To learn more about a great
deal on this powerful combo, call us today at 800-622-0022.
Eventide is aregistered trademark of Eventide Inc. ©2004 Eventide Inc.
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Other users listen to the air traffic
control broadcasts. Many of these
broadcasts are carried on shortwave
radio, so a good UCOT can pick up
these signals for hundreds or even
Continued from page 10
thousands of miles. With various sites
get signal strength, access adirectory of
that allow a listener to watch the
stations and chat.
progress of a plane in real time, you
The sites on JavaRadio feature exclusiveKnow the system you're using
can actually follow flight of a loved
ly the ICOM PCR100/1000 receivers.
one from origin to destination, all in
Each system is unique. Some may be
Basically the network offers afree service,
real time, an aspect of the hobby that
designed for listening to VHF and UHF;
but auser can "upgrade" their free account
grew out of 9/11.
others may be designed mainly for listening
and use more sophisticated radios/sites at
Still others like the public service
to the HF spectrum. It doesn't do any good if
more exotic locations.
you're tuning for WWV and the UCOT only
broadcasts in the VHF/UHF spectrum.
There are also acouple of sites that feaUnfortunately many of these have gone
has an antenna good for UHF.
ture very elaborate antenna systems, which
to atrunking system, which is not availA simple inquiry in the chat window will
alone are worth the cost of admission, espeable on the UCOTs.
usually get aresponse from those familiar
cially if you're into TV and FM radio
Some people enjoy late- night AM
with the system. Often the Web page will tell
DXing.
broadcast radio DX. If asite has adecent
The VisualRadio network is primarily for
you alot about the UCOT and what it does.
antenna for the low portion of the HF
Since the majority of UCOTs are ICOM
commercial users, but on their main Web
band, it will generally work quite well for
PCR1000s, you'll be able to tune from . 100
page at the very right is aclick-on for "The
AM DXing.
to 1300 MHz (cellular excluded) and use all
Radio Servers" and " Advanced Web
A few JavaRadio sites actually feature
modes (CW, FM, USB, LSB, and AM). This
Receivers," which are free — no demo, no
large antenna arrays, allowing users to
is alot of frequency spectrum. The type of
time limits, etc. VisualRadio also tells
listen to troposheric ducting, meteor scatantenna the owner has installed will be pretPop'Comm that in the near future it may be
ter and other interesting conditions that
ty obvious depending on where you tune.
offering other online receivers for non-comMany owners have chosen to use adis- mainly affect the VHF portions of the
mercial users (radio enthusiasts!) for about
bands. These are usually people who just
cone antenna, which gives decent coverage
$250.
enjoy general listening across the bands,
This network supports any type of comof the VHF/UHF spectrum ( 50 to 1200
whether for checking out the local FM
MHz), but really falls short on the HF specputer-controlled radio on the serving end and
trum (0 to 30 MHz). Because I'm aham
radio stations or armchair shortwave lisoffers two different formats: Java (although
radio operator, Ialready had the antennas in
tening.
they are not JavaRadios) and Active/x. The
place for the receiver. For my online tuner, I
My own site has attracted agroup of
VisualRadio Java format basically gives you
primarily use atower-mounted inverted V people who gather each night to tune into
tuning capability, an S meter and achat
late-night radio personality Art Bell, as
room. It is quite basic compared to the feawith a45-foot apex, giving me fairly broad
well as agroup of ham radio operators
coverage across the HF spectrum. Ialso use
ture-rich format of JavaRadio. However, the
who get together on the HF frequencies.
Internet user downloading the free software
atriband beam at certain times of the day.
For the higher frequencies, Ifeed the receiv(available on the main site or my site) can
er simultaneously with aUHF/VHF Yagi.
Setting up your public UCOT
take advantage of the Active/x functions of
Setting up apublic UCOT can be an
This would be adisaster on transmit, but forVisualRadio, which gives exclusive
tunately, in this case, we don't have to worry
expensive endeavor, but believe it or not, a
advanced features like signal vs. time graph,
few people have set up tuning and transmitDX cluster and asophisticated display specabout that when combining antennas.
ting capability UCOTs (though these sysFor even better performance from this
tram.
combination, you can purchase asplitter,
tems are beyond the scope of this article).
The latter allows you to view agroup of
which minimizes the effect of one antenna
You can, however, fairly easily set up a
signals simultaneously for asegment of the
receiving UCOT. Your receiver won't be
detuning the other.
band you're listening to and then choose the
much of aservice, though, if it doesn't have
signal you want by just clicking on the
Who uses UCOTs?
decent reception or is very limited, such as
graph.
The UCOTs lend themselves to ahost
offering AM mode only. Word spreads fast
Now let's move on to the actual operation
and you'll find your site is only good as a
of applications.
of aUCOT once you get there.
chat room for you and your friends.
Ham radio operators often use the
The first and foremost rule on any public
JavaRadio has the advantage of the softreceivers to see if they're being "heard"
UCOT is to ask before tuning! This is simware being free. The downside is that it
at the host site and, if so, to determine
ply done by typing "May Itune?" in the chat
requires aLinux OS-based system, which
their signal strength. This is useful for
room. Even if you think you're the only pergetting real-time feedback on band conmost computer users are not set up for or
son on the radio, the actual owner of the
familiar with. If you are, though, you're in
ditions and audio quality.
radio may be using it at the time.
luck!
Remember, you're limited to an ICOM
PCR100/1000 receiver with this software, so
Control Solutions
you'll need that before you even get started.
You can go to www.javaradio.com for more
details about what is involved and how you
Model RFC- 1,B Remote Facilites Controller
can get started.
• control transmiter from any telephone
VisualRadio has the advantage of work• 8-64 channels of telemetry and control
ing with the Windows OS format and practi• programmable control by date and time
cally any type of ham radio/receiver that can
• optional printer and modem adapters
be controlled by computer. Many people,
• programmable telemetry alarms
• integrated rack panel
especially hams, already have radios that can
connect to their computers.
The downside here is that the company
no longer sells the software for the basic
amateur. Instead this software is marketed
for commercial users, so while it offers the
sophistication of acommercial release, it is
well beyond what most basic users would
Model RAK-1 Intelligent Rack Adapter
ever need — and so is the price. However,
• parallel printer interface
as of the date of writing this article, Iam told
• internal modem for data transfer
they are considering offering it again to the
• front panel status indicators
"amateur" user at asubstantially reduced
• battery backed power supply
price.
• rack mountable chassis
Ihave operated aVisualRadio UCOT for
• accessory package for RFC- 1/B
over two years now and found the software
flexible with many features. The Java format
is straightforward and easy to use. However,
connecting to the Active/x format offers a
615.228.3500
whole new world in online radio features.
www.sinesystems.com
You can go to www.visualradio.de or my site

Tuners

This is just acommon courtesy, and
you'll find that someone will yield the control to you in almost all cases. If you experience problems with this, the owner of the
UCOT will certainly want to hear about it.
When the system is busy, you may enjoy
just listening to what others users are tuning.

,
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for more information.
Another format being used is RATS by
Kingsmith Software (
www.kingsmith-software.com). This is also feature-rich and can
be run with Windows Net Meeting. The
software is inexpensive, but accessing it is
not as easy and straightforward as
VisualRadio and JavaRadio, and only one
person can use it at atime. A site located in
Hong Kong has set one up under this format

The most popular user-controlled online
tuner is the ICOM PCR I000, shown
here with acouple of antenna switches,
one manufactured and one home-built.
Don't forget to ground the system
(white wire in left of photo).
at hapilvr2hltripod.com.
Last but not least, if you can write
your own software— and many people
have chosen to do just that — one of the
oldest self-written sites (\operating since
1995) is still available at www
.chilton.com. There is also afairly complete list of most of the UCOTS in existence at the DX Zone site at
www.dxzone.comIcataloglInternet_and_R
adiolOnline_Receivers.
Setting up the audio
The other aspect designing a UCOT
is, of course, providing the audio. This
is a biggie, as it can require large
upload bandwidth if you're going to
offer decent audio to many people
simultaneously.
There are various encoding styles you
can choose from, but suffice it to say, a
full-time high-speed connection is practically mandatory.
JavaRadios mainly use Real Audio as
their encoder and VisualRadios mainly
use Windows Media Encoder. Both formats are available for free from the Web.
Icurrently am able to stream simultaneously to about 25 people using
Windows Media Encoder, but because I
sometimes exceed this number, Ialso
stream the audio through live365.com.
This can allow practically unlimited
simultaneous listenership at a very high
bit rate, but also requires a monthly fee
from the UCOT owner, depending on
how many streams you wants to provide
for free or for amembership fee from the
listener.
If your site gets to this point, you are
definitely doing this as a labor of love;
you may want to at least ask for donations to offset the cost a little. Just be
aware that your outlay is going to far
See TUNERS, page 17

The routing switcher gets anew twist.
(About five twists per inch, actually.)
Everybody needs to share audio. Sometimes just afew signals — sometimes afew hundred. Across the hall, between floors, now and then
across campus. Routing switchers are aconvenient way to manage and share your audio, but will your GM really let you buy arouter that costs
more than his dream car? Unlikely.
If you need arouting switcher but aren't made of money, consider Axia, the Ethernet- based audio network. Yes, Ethernet. Axia is atrue network.
Place our audio adapter nodes next to your sources and destinations, then connect using standard Ethernet switches and Cat-6. Imagine the
simplicity and power of Ethernet connecting any studio device to any other, any room to any other, any building to any other... you get the idea.

Scalable, flexible, reliable.., pick any three.

Are you still using PC sound cards?

An expensive proprietary router isn't practical for

by PC noise, inconvenient output connectors,

smaller facilities. In fact, it doesn't scale all that
well for larger ones. Here's
Routers are OK... but a
network is so much more
modern. With Axia, your
ins and outs are next to the
audio, where they belong.
No frame, no care no .sweat.

poor headroom, and other

where an expandable

• - —

e--•

•-

-- •

network really shines.

Windows® on your workstations and connect

Connect eight Axia 8x8 Audio Nodes using
Cat-6cable and an Ethernet switch, and

directly to the Axia audio network using their

you've got a64x64 routing switcher. And you

Ethernet ports. Not only will your PC productions

can easily add more I/O whenever and

sound fantastic, you'll eliminate sound cards and

cash you'll save.

Put your preamps

—

'• • • • • •• ••

where your mics are.

Aloe

Most mainframe routers have no mic inputs,

w

• —

finding the pair you want when there's a
change to make. Axia Audio Nodes come

ultra-low- noise preamps with Phantom power.
Put anode in each studio, right next to the mics,

in AES/EBU and balanced stereo analog
flavors. Put abatch of Nodes on each end

to keep mic cables nice and tight, then send

of aCat-6run, and BAM! abi-directional

Cat-6cable. And did we mention that each Mic

and afiber link for extra-long

outputs for headphones?

runs between studios —

Nice bonus.

or between buildings.

With alittle help from our friends.

Would you like some control with that?

A networked audio system doesn't just

There are plenty of ways to control your Axia

replace atraditional router — it improves upon

network. For instance, you'll find built-in

it. Already, companies in our industry are realiz-

...0

webservers on all Axia equipment for easy

ing the advantages of tightly integrated systems,

configuration via browser. PathfinderPC®

and are making new products that reap those

software for Windows gives you central

benefits. Working with our
partners, Axia Audio is

An Axia digital audio
snake can carry hundreds
of channels of digital audio
on one skinny CAT-6cable.
We know you're not going
to miss soldering all that
multi-pair...

multi- channel snake. Use media converters

Node has eight stereo line

Axia is already working
with some great companies. Like Enco Systems,
Prophet Systems, Scott
Studios, Radio Systems,
Balsys Technology Group,
and of course Telos
and Omnia. Check
itriaAudio.com/partners/
to find out who's next.

Put your snake on adiet.
Nobody loves cable snakes.

Besides soldering ajillion connectors, just try

so you need to buy preamps. With Axia you get

multiple mic channels to the network on asingle

Suer Stmde<oet

There's abetter way to get
audio out of your PC. No
more consumer grade V,"
connectors - with Axia
your digital audio stays
clean and pristine.

console input modules). Just think of all the

bone and the sky's the limit.

BALSYS

< - • • > 100/1000

the hardware they usually feed ( like router or

tem... or 1024x1024.., use aGigabit fiber back-

,
4ENCO

gremlins. Instead, load the
Axia IP-Audio Driver for

wherever you need it. Build a128x128 sys-

Put an Axia Microphone
Node next to your mics and
send preamplified
.
audio
anywhere you need it, over
Ethernet — with no line
loss or signal degradation.

fi)
Livewire

Even the best sound cards are compromised

control of every audio path in
•

-

•
•e

bringing new thinking and
ideas to audio distribution, machine control,
Program Associated Data ( PAD), and even

--

•

your plant. Router Selector
nodes allow quick local

source selection, and intelligent studio control
surfaces let talent easily access and mix any

wiring convenience.

Control freaks of the world,
rejoice: intelligent Aria
mixing surfaces give talent
complete collard of their
working environment.
Reconfigure studios instantly
and assign often-used
sources just where they're
most useful.

source in your networked facility.

1 " This sounds expensive."Just the opposite, really. Axia saves money by eliminating distribution amps, line selectors, sound cards,
a
patch bays, multi- pair cables, and tons of discrete wiring — not to mention the installation and maintenance time you'll recover.
And those are just side benefits: our hardware is about half the cost of those big mainframe routers. That's right... half.

W
_,....._

Once you experience the benefits of networked audio, you will never want to go back. AxiaAudio.com for details.

TEILOS COMPANY
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Asia moducts are available in the USA fnmt Broadcasters General Mors. ana'
and Bioadrast Supply Wo
rldwide. wwA
See wxiaAudio.com/buy/ for more infinmation.
2004 HS Corp. All rights reserved Axia is atrademark of 71.5 Carp. All other trademarks and likenesses are property of their respective owners.
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WFCR First in Western Mass. to Go IBOC
Univ. of Mass. Station Chooses High- Level
Combining to Upgrade its Transmission Plant
by Charles Dube
The author is chief engineer of WFCR,
Amherst, Mass.
AMHERST, Mass. In early 2003,
WFCR(FM) General Manager Martin
Miller left a newspaper article on my
desk describing the field-testing of
Tomorrow Radio, amethod of using HD
Radio technology to " stream" multiple
programs to specialized receivers.
His enthusiasm regarding the promise
of having multiple programs originating
from one radio station was not lost on
me. But why and how IBOC broadcasting might fit into the world of WFCR
was uncertain at the time. HD Radio
could be seen as a stepping- stone to
Tomorrow Radio; but everything being
so new, we were interested to see how
this was going to progress.
WFCR broadcasts music and news on
its 88.5 MHz service, also providing talk
radio programming to alocal AM station
with a limited reach, WPNI(AM) in
Amherst on 1430 kHz. The prospect of
providing a similar coverage area for
both formats is appealing.
However, in early 2003, WFCR's
expansion plans were focused on aproposed new studio building and IBOC just

didn't seem to be apriority. But as John
Lennon once stated, "Life is what happens while you are busy making other
plans," and we soon learned that WFCR
was eligible to qualify for aCPB grant
that was developed to assist financially
CPB-qualified non-commercial stations
in Ibiquity Digital's seed markets. This
would provide about 65 percent of the
funding for WFCR's total conversion
cost of roughly $ 115,000.
In the winter of 2003, Iwas given
charge to plan and implement WFCR's
digital conversion. Delivery of equipment came in the late spring of 2004, and
Ihad the luxury of assembling the hardware piece by piece over time, targeting
to have everything in place for activation
in early October. This kept on- air FM
analog interruptions to a minimum and
my blood pressure in check.
Combiner choices
Upon being confirmed as a grant
recipient, we immediately sat down to
the task of discovering what methods
were available to broadcasters to realize
digital transmission, and what hardware
was available to facilitate these choices.
At the time, there wasn't awide range of
products, and the choice of transmission
method was pretty much relegated to

The Wizard' has gone

STEREO!
The new

DIGITAL

FMSA-1

gives The Wizard System
unmatched stereo
monitoring capabilities...

E

BELAR

Superlative stereo performance. Linear- phase filters
that reveal the true performance of your audio
processing. The stability of digital stereo demodulation.
The sophisticated graphical presentation of The Wizard.
And — with the RS-232 port — operation on site or off.
Contact Belar today for more details on what should
be your next modulation monitor

e

lEIELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
119 LANCASTER AVENUE • PO. BOX 76 • DEVON, PA 19333-0076 USA
[610) 687-5550 • FAX ( 610) 687-2986 • WWW.BELAR.COM
Call, write or FAX for more information on Beier AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors

low- or high-level combining.
Generally speaking, low-level combining is agood choice when your FM transmitter is on the verge of replacement, you
are running aTPO of less than 14 kW or
you have space constraints in the trans-

detectable to the trained ears of the programming department. And it is aproduct designed to meet the needs of a1990s
audio chain.
Developments in digital signal transmission have led to new products capable
of transmitting an uncompressed digital
bitstream within the RF bandwidth limitations of the licensed STL path. The
Moseley Starlink STL system is one such
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mitter building. High-level combining is
agood choice if your existing FM transmitter has sufficient headroom, is not
being considered for replacement soon or
has aTPO of more than 14 kW.
Seeing that we had the floor space for
the addition of asmaller IBOC transmitter and that our existing FM transmitter, a
relatively young Broadcast Electronics
FM-20B, was easily capable of the additional power output necessary to overcome injector losses ( an extra kilowatt
was needed), we decided on high-level
combining in the spirit of augmenting our
transmitting plant as opposed to changing
it completely.
But like so many things in life, the
change of one thing creates the necessity
of changing associated items. In our case,
we understood that we needed to create
conditions favorable for HD Radio
broadcasting along with simply generating the RF.
This meant revisiting so many of those
things taken for granted as sufficient: the
studio-to-transmitter link, the audio processing, air conditioning, building security, grounding issues, commercial AC
power capacity, and on and on. It was
easy to see that the transition to HD
would provide the impetus for upgrading
afew items, and one of the most obvious
of these was the STL.
WFCR had relied upon its tried-andtrue Moseley DSP 6000 for more than a
decade, and in doing so had allowed it to
become somewhat outdated. The DSP
6000 system at WFCR is a first-generation version, replete with the original
converters and software.
It was surely the cause of some of the
distortion products that have been mildly

product, capable of creating ahigh-quality 20 kHz audio bandwidth digital path to
the transmitter. Starlink also is capable
of being field-expandable for additional
audio channels within the constraints of
the RF bandwidth limitation.
Once the Starlink's bitstream ( 44.1
kHz) arrives at the transmitter site, it
would have met an older Orban 8200
audio processor. Generally, we were happy with the 8200, and if we were limited
to the purchase of just an HD Radio only
processor, worse things could be imagined.
One box
But alot has changed in DSP technology since the 8200 was designed. A
processor upgrade that addresses both the
FM and the HD signals would maximize
the "blending" benefit of the receiver, as
well as allow the technological benefits
developed for HD Radio processing to
also work for the FM side of things.
Ibelieve the Orban Optimod-FM
8400HD does this effectively with its
implementation of high-speed DSP, lookahead limiting and flexible two- and fiveband AGC and limiters. Having one box
supply the AGC for both digital and FM
signals also helps to keep the "sound" of
the two services similar.
Another important benefit is the common dayparting of processing settings.
One needn't be concerned with syncing
time clocks on two separate processors.
Because our FM exciter — a BE FX50 — remains analog, we needed away
to convert the delayed " FM" AES as
issued by the Harris Dexstar IBOC
exciter from digital to composite audio.
See WFCR, page 16

More Stations are Choosing
BE HD Radio Solutions

I -E

Reason # 11—Upgrade path to next generation HD Radio
BE's HD Radio components are designed with foresight. Only with BE can you implement today's
HD Radio systems assured that you can update easily and economically to generate your HD Radio
signal at the studio. Join the growing BE HD Radio community.
Broadcast Electronics, Inc. • Tel: ( 217) 224-9600 • Fax ( 217) 224-9607 • Web. www.bdcast.com • E- Mail: bdcast@bdcast.com

110div4eà ISOM
HD Radiem Scoreboard
The HD Radio Scoreboard is compiled monthly by Radio World using information supplied by equity Digital Corp. and other sources. The data shown
reflect best information as of Dec. 17. 2004. This page is sponsored by Broadcast Electronics. HD Radio is atrademark of iBiguity Digital Corp.

HD RADIO IN: ATLANTA
Station

Freq

Format

Licensee

WABE(FM)
WCLK(FM)
WLTM(FM)
WBTS(FM)
WKLS(FM)
WFOX(FM)
WSB(FM)
WNNX(FM)
WWWQ(FM)
WALR(FM)
WHTA(FM)

90.1
91.9
94.9
95.5
96.1
97.1
98.5
99.7
100.5
104.1
107.9

Nws/T1k/Cls
Jazz
Soft AC
CHR/Rhyt
Rock
Urban
Soft AC
Alt/NwRck
CHR
Urban AC
Urban AC

Atlanta Board of Education
Clark Atlanta Univ.
Clear Channel Radio
Cox Radio, Inc.
Clear Channel Radio
Cox Radio Inc.
Cox Radio Inc.
Susquehanna Radio Corp.
Susquehanna Radio Corp.
Cox Radio, Inc.
Radio One Inc.

Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

WGST(AM)
WSB(AM)
WMLB(AM)
WDPC(AM)
WDCY(AM)

640
750
1160
1500
1520

News
News/Talk
AdStd/Oldes
Christian
Christian

Clear Channel Radio
Cox Radio Inc.
Atlanta Area Broadcasting
Word Christian Broadcasting
Word Christian Broadcasting

Yes
Yes
Yes
No
No

HD RADIO AT:
Freq.

Format

Market

On- Air?

WALR(FM)
WBTS(FM)
WFOX(FM)
WSB(FM)
WEDR(FM)
WFLC(FM)
WHQT(FM)
WPYM(FM)
WMMO(FM)

104.1
95.5
97.1
98.5
99.1
97.3
105.1
93.1
98.9

Urban AC
CHR/Rhymc
Urban
Soft AC
Urban
AC
Urban AC
Rym/CHR/Dnc
Soft Rock

Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Atlanta
Miami- Ft.
Miami- Ft.
Miami- Ft.
Miami- Ft.
Orlando

Yes
No
No
Yes
Yes
No
No
No
Yes

WPYO(FM)

95.3

CHR/Rhym

Orlando

Yes

WSB(AM)

750

News/Talk

Atlanta

Yes
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StarLink TX
948.500

\phes tonipriiori

Continued from page 14

Because we already had astereo generator of high quality within the older Orban
8200, Isimply enlisted the 8200 as a
stereo generator.
Ipurchased aBenchmark DAC-1 D/A
converter to create an UR audio pair to supply the analog inputs on the 8200. The latter
is set for the "protection" preset, which will
limit any overshoot (if there is any) created
by the Benchmark converter.
The 8200 provides the pre-emphasized
composite audio for the FM exciter, and
with apreset change can once again be used
as afull-blown FM processor (when fed
directly with STL audio, of course). Those
with digital FM exciters, such as the Han-is
Digit, can forego this step and route AES
from their HD Radio exciter directly to the
FM exciter.
It might seem alittle strange to think of
exciters feeding exciters, but the Harris
Dexstar creates the time-delayed AES signal
for the FM broadcast.
To get this carefully designed audio to the
public, we needed to select an HD Radio
transmitter. WFCR chose aHarris Z6HDs
transmitter. Harris displayed enthusiasm
about WFCR's HD Radio project and was
helpful in designing apackage that was purposeful and equitable.
Iwas impressed with the redundancy and
soft-failure design of the ePAL, Dexstar
exciter and the Z61-113s. The ePAL is acombination AES distribution amplifier, rate
converter and audio switcher. Should afailure occur in the HD Radio system, the ePAL
automatically will route your FM's AES
audio directly to the FM chain. This would
remove it from the Dexstar, where normally
the analog signal is looped through to create
the FM latency to match the inherent delay
in the HD Radio transmission and recovery.
The Harris Dexstar exciter is aLinuxbased device with touch screen control and
intuitive menus. Ifound the Harris Z6HDs
transmitter to be the easiest piece of equipment to operate.
The basic metering, such as the power

RX 948.500
SeuLmkRePeier
TX 946.875

Studio Switcher
sioseley Pa. 6000 •
Ire 6000

Aphes Dominator

5

( auxiliary STL ink)

Harris Desviar ' Amer

StarLink RX
946.875

HD AFS 1
44.1 kHz

1 FM AFS
pre-delay

—g, HD RF to 1P ID

IEMAES
delayed

44.1 kHz AES
Delayed
liorna ePAL

Moseley PCL 6020
•DSP 6000
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output (in watts or percent), reflected power,
voltage and current, is featured with alarge
LCD display, while amultitude of operating
parameters are accessible via another display
that is menu-controlled. Status, metering and
other values (module temperatures, voltages,
current measurements as well as some configuration choices) are to be found here.
Though it does take some exploration and
practice, it is adetailed as you want it to be.

They must have designed this transmitter
with me in mind as they made it idiot proof.
Power modules can be hot- swapped or
replaced upside down and the transmitter

does not waste it carelessly either. Who
knows what space requirements might be
made upon this building 10 or even 5years
down the road?
One space-efficient device my assistant
Dan Ferreira and Iinstalled was the Shively
Digital Injector. The unit measures 20 x6x
6inches — almost the exact length of asection of hard line Ialready had in the transmission line to the antenna. How often does
fate comply with one's wishes so readily?
Don't answer that.
All we had to do was remove the hard
line section, replace it with the injector and
attach the transmission lines connecting the
reject load and the Harris HD Radio transmitter. Some creativity was executed in
installing acouple of threaded rod supports
to stabilize the injector, but this was about
the extent of it.
The reject load, necessary to combining
the digital and analog RF energy while
maintaining a50-ohm load for the transmitters, did create one concern: heat. The Bird 5
kW reject load accepts about 2,200 watts
from the combined efforts of the FM and
HD Radio transmitters via the injector. This
is dissipated as heat and added significant
heat to the building.
Fortunately, the existing air-conditioning
system was overdesigned and hasn't broken
asweat over the increase (on/off cycling of
the compressor unit remains about the same
as before). But for those considering highlevel combining, one must consider the
additional heat generated by the additional
transmitter, exciter and most important, the
reject load.
During afew weeks in October, WFCR
road-tested the system, checking our spectral
emissions to be sure that they fall within the
FCC's compliance figures. They do. We also
worked out any tangles in the yarn before
we began to discuss our HD Radio broadcasts publicly.
Aside from acouple of Dexstar freezeups, asoftware situation of which Harris is

www.mousercom

Joseph and Dorothy Gavin, supporters of WFCR, throw the switch on the digital transmitter. Joe Gavin was vice president and later president of Grumman,
and director of the company's space activities program, which designed the
Apollo space capsule and lunar module. After 'turning on' the digital for
WFCR, he asked, Would you believe NASA never let me push any buttons?'
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will continue to perform without incident.
Coffee in the blower intake, however, is still
discouraged.
The IP1D Precorrector that is integral to
the Z6HDs transmitter modifies and amplifies the exciter signal, creates the RF emissions that conform to the required FCC
"mask" and forwards this spectral efficient
energy to the PA stages.
Although space is not exactly at apremium in the WFCR transmitter building, one

aware and for which it has correcting software, our only minor problem was created
by increasing the FM transmitter power.
The transmitter transformers needed to
be re-strapped for ahigher plate voltage
to make the necessary output at what is
traditionally a site with often low commercial voltage levels ( 202-206 volts
across phases). In doing so, this raised
the plate voltage level, although to a
See WFCR, page 17
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Continued from page 16

point well within the operating specs of
both the transmitter and tube designs.
Things ran great for several days; but
after awhile, and always in the middle of
the night, the transmitter would alarm due
to alowered power output. Upon investigation Ifound that, on occasion, at night, the
commercial power would increase, plate
voltage would escalate accordingly and the
power output would rise.
My predecessor had set up a Burk
Autopilot routine that would back power
down (lower command) for 5seconds once
the power level reached 102.1 percent. With
the old plate voltage settings, 5 seconds
would put the transmitter into the 94 percent
power output area.
But with the new plate voltage, 5seconds
would lower the transmitter to 70 percent,
triggering the remote control's alarm at 89
percent on its way down. The solution was
to reconfigure the Autopilot software to
issue the "lower command" for 2seconds,
once Ifound out that it was indeed the
Autopilot program that was doing this.
Ihad no knowledge that this routine was
written, and was sidetracked briefly, thinking
RF at the station's remote control was the
problem, as Ihave seen the remote control
do this in the presence of akeyed two-way
radio.
The future
WFCR eagerly anticipates what
might become of the HD Radio rollout,
especially as new receivers hit the
market. The station is located in an
area with many hills and traditionally
has had to simply accept the inherent
multipath. At the very least, HD Radio
should prove to be advantageous in
this respect, based upon what we have
seen in the preliminary studies.
Iwas fortunate enough to ride with
Tom Ray of WOR(AM), New York, to
get my first taste of our HD Radio in a
Connecticut location well outside of our
60 dBu contour. The results were impressive. This was in achallenging area some
45-48 miles from the transmitter.
When the receiver locked onto the
digital signal, it was perfectly quiet.
When the audio blended back to analog FM, the FM was full of static and
pretty much unlistenable. For HD to
even lock in with such marginal signal
reception gives me great hope that HD
will certainly benefit listeners.
Ido have concerns that our HD
Radio emissions may affect second
adjacents in the area and am monitoring this closely. Thus far we have
heard of no negative aspects upon
commencing HD, and the response
from the reading service that inhabits
our 92 kHz subcarrier also has been
reassuring.
Ihave purchased an HD receiver, so
Iwill explore the results of our HD
transmission in historically multi-path
hampered locations. Thus far, we have
received only one comment from alistener who was wondering why our
NPR news ( on the analog FM) was
delayed 8seconds.
WFCR intends to listen carefully to
the public response to HD, as well as
any perceived enhancement in FM
audio quality. And WFCR will watch
carefully the developments that will
surely come as HD Radio matures as a
technology.
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outweigh any money coming in.
If you do set up your site and work
to provide a free quality service, however, you'll find that the rewards
include meeting a lot of great people
who take almost as much pride in your
UCOT as you do. You may even find
someone sets up aforum if you attract
a group of loyal listeners who enjoy
your system. For example, the
Midnighthams.com forum was started
by a group of dedicated individuals
who frequented my site and continue
to do so.
You can even go the extra mile and provide other services that practically guarantee people will enjoy visiting your site.

One of the neatest things I've seen
was listeners actually using the online
radio, in conjunction with software on
their computers, to view SSTV ( SlowScan TV) pictures. These are pictures
transmitted by hams that can be
viewed on your computer with the
proper software.
A UCOT lends itself to this perfectly, so Ifeature an automatic picture
viewing system on my site that doesn't
require any software on the listener
end. The listener only needs to tune the
radio to the SSTV signal itself (usually
14.235 kHz), and the software on my
end will automatically capture the
image and upload it to my site. The
auto ftp upload software is generously
available for free from John Benedict,
KE5RS, at www.ke5rs.com. This has
been a popular aspect of my site that,
amazingly, other online tuners to date

have not incorporated.
Providing a chat area is also beneficial. Because your listeners have alot of
common interests, you'll get all kinds of
ideas to institute. Feedback is guaranteed if you choose to chat with them.
Try it
Whether you are only interested in
using aUCOT or setting one up yourself,
you will find that it's really a hobby in
itself, one that's still a pretty well-kept
secret from the general public. The
UCOT numbers are still relatively small,
but many of them lie dormant waiting for
someone to log on. It's my hope that the
word will get out about how useful and
fun these are, both to listen to and to
operate yourself. Give it atry.
Reprinted with permission from CQ
Communications, Inc., November 2004
Popular Communications Magazine.

No, We Didn't Put HM Transmission
On A Low Carb Diet.
But We Did Pack A Ton of AM Power into a650 lb Package!
Designed for the demands of both analog and digital transmission, the new 4111X 50 — based on BE's
patent- pending 4M Modulation '"— packs unparalleled 89% typical efficiency into asmall footprint
with aprice to match. All 32 power amplifiers, each with their own power supply, are hot-pluggable
and can be removed and replaced while the transmitter remains on the air. Dual, low- voltage power
supplies allow full operation with no loss of power or service even if one should go off line. Local
operation, diagnosis and status are performed on a15" XGA graphical user interface and remotely
via IP. Power levels from 50 kW down to 250 W meet all your power level needs, day and night.
Contact BE for details.
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Digital Radio, Surrounded
sounded quite different from the mono
version. Remember also that the mono
recording was the definitive version of the
artist's work at the time, while stereo
remained a novelty for some time. The
well-known Beatles recordings with oddsounding, hard left/right instrument
assignments are a well-known, lasting
example of this. At the time, artists and
producers would concentrate primarily on
the mono mix, often leaving the stereo
mix up to the engineers to have fun creating on their own, since most copies sold
(and aired) were the mono versions.
As stereo FM broadcasting grew popular, awareness grew for the need of adis-

Adding Surround Sound to Digital Radio Formats
Is Under Serious Debate Worldwide
by Skip Pizzi
There has been substantial discussion
recently on the addition of surround-sound
capabilities to digital radio. This issue is
being considered by the IBOC and DAB
camps simultaneously, both of which have
been established as stereo-only formats.
The rationale that this sort of qualitative
enhancement would add value to digital
radio certainly makes sense, particularly as
the deployment of surround listening
begins to extend beyond the home-theater
environment into cars and other systems.
Also, because surround sound is not available on AM or FM radio, it adds unique
appeal to digital radio formats. But, like
any retroactive enhancement that attempts
to maintain backward compatibility, the
devil is in the details, and some compromises are inevitable.
With this column, we begin a multipart exploration of the potential for surround sound in digital radio.
Itt happened before
Recall that both AM and FM radio
began life as monaural formats, but were
retrofitted for stereo operation after both
were well established. Of course, the history of those conversions is quite divergent, with FM's being extremely successful and AM's serving as a landmark of
how not to regulate an industry. So it's
obvious that the process followed in
attempting such an enhancement can
have asubstantial impact on its outcome.
Policy matters aside, however, there
are technical challenges to consider as
well. Both AM and FM stereo systems
had backward compatibility as afundamental design feature (as did the similar
introductions of stereo audio and color
video for television). In general terms,
this was accomplished by the addition of
an enhancement sub- channel, which
would only be recognized by "advanced"
receivers with the enhanced reception
capability. Existing receivers, or new
ones that were not equipped with the
enhancement — let's call them "basic"
receivers — would simply behave as the
original format dictated.
In the FM stereo case, the broadcast
exciter sent amono sum of the stereo sig-

nal to the main audio channel, while adifference signal (i.e., audio not common to
both L and R channels) was multiplexed
into the FM channel as a38 kHz AM subcarrier, with a 19 kHz sine wave signal
also inserted to synchronize the sum and
difference signals during recreation of the
discrete left- and right-channel stereo
audio signals at the receiver. (The 19 kHz
"pilot" also provided abeacon to indicate
to receivers and listeners the presence of
stereo audio content on the channel.)

B

ecause surround sound is not available
on AM or FM radio, it adds unique

appeal to digital radio formats.

This process is probably well known
to readers, but what might require a
reminder is that this approach also
implies two other important elements: 1)
Plentiful content must be available to
broadcasters in the enhanced format (e.g.,
stereo music), and 2) Basic receivers will
receive asignal that is derived from that
enhanced signal (e.g., amono sum of the
stereo program). Therefore the enhanced
content that broadcasters air must itself
be "compatible" to proper reception in
the basic format.
In other words, simply designing a
broadcast system that derives an enhancement channel from the original content for
delivery to advanced receivers ( such as
sum- and- difference multiplexed FM
stereo) is necessary but not sufficient to
claim true backward compatibility. The
content carried by such asystem must also
be originally produced in away that allows
proper listening in both the advanced and
the basic format.

ciplined, stereo/mono compatible mixing
process, in which producers and engineers would check any mix through both
stereo and mono monitoring systems.
Techniques that resulted in poor mono
compatibility (e.g., low-frequency phase
differences or inadvertent polarity reversals) were avoided, and other processes
that sounded acceptable but significantly
different in stereo vs. mono (e.g., spaced
stereo microphone pairs or certain artificial reverb settings) also fell out of favor.
Thus over aperiod of time, all content
became truly stereo/mono compatible.
Music was released in a single LP format, the so-called 45/45 stereo system,
where vertical groove modulation represented the L+R sum, and lateral modulation represented the L-R stereo difference
signal. FM stereo broadcasting did essentially the same thing via its L+R main
channel and L-R stereo subcarrier.
Occasional incompatibilities still occur
on FM, but the preponderance of stereo
reception today makes mono issues far
less problematic than in earlier times.
Nevertheless, the automatic blend feature
used for multipath mitigation in many
FM receivers often produces monophonic
audio (or close to it) when the receiver
still indicates a stereo signal is being
received, so mono compatibility remains

Discipline
This was not always the case in early
stereo recordings. Some readers may
remember when LPs were offered in separate stereo and mono versions (the stereo
editions usually sold for about $ 1more),
and the mono sum of the stereo LPs often

t
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POWERED BY
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tiny TOOLS, tiny PRICE!
The tiny TOOLS line of products offers exceptional
functionality at an affordable price.
Tiny TOOL products are manufactured with the same quality
and innovation as all our Broadcast Tools® products. All
amplified products are powered by asurge protected internal
bi-polar 15vdc power supply, affording superior HEADROOM!
and high definition audio. Each tiny TOOL is acompact onequarter-rack space unit, allowing the mounting of up to four
units on the optional RA-1rack shelf. Most products are furnished
with plug-in euroblock connectors.
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by Skip Pizzi
important. And of course, many clock
and table radios are still full-time mono
FM receivers.
Taking the next step
There have been numerous attempts to
move FM beyond stereo in the years
since, but none have been successful.
Plans for quadraphonic FM went the
way of quad records, stopping before a
format was actually established. Later,
matrixed surround sound (based on the
same technology used in SQ-format quad
LPs) launched the home theater revolution, and while this has become extremely popular for the FM audio system used
in analog television, it has not done the
same on FM radio. Part of this is by
design, with the primary purveyor of
matrixed surround, Dolby Labs, preferring not to license its decoders to FM
receivers, due to concern that poor performance under multipath reception conditions would reflect badly on the surround format's reputation.
One advantage of the matrixed surround system is its ability to reproduce
relatively strong, stable and consistent
surround images via four channels of
audio, while only requiring two audio
channels for storage or transmission (thus
the "4-2-4" terminology applied to such
systems). This is particularly true of
matrixed surround systems that feature
enhanced " steering logic" circuitry in
decoders, such as Dolby Pro Logic.
Matrixed surround systems use quadrature encoding of front/rear difference
information onto the stereo signal, which
provides another layer of backward compatibility to audio signals, allowing asingle mix to produce acceptable results in
surround, stereo or mono listening —
See SURROUND, page 20

DTE-16 — DTMF Tone Encoder with program mixer.
Encodes all 16 DTMF tones or macros with control via
contact closures and/or RS-232 serial strings.
DTD-4 — DTMF Tone Decoder.
Decodes all 16 DTMF tones or multiple groups with
four relays, 12 open collectors and/or RS-232 serial
strings.

ALB •
Relays

Open Collectors

Status

The WRC-4 is afresh approach to site monitoring and
control, or providing an inexpensive solution to Internet
enabling your present remote control system.
VAD-2 — Voice/Pager Alarm Auto Dialer with integrated
stereo silence sensor.
TT- 1 — Telco Tool.
Telephone line powered Hybrid/TAP.
MT- 1 — Match Tool.
Bi-directional Stereo level Interface

TMT-2 — Twin Match Tool.
Twin Unidirectional Stereo level Interface
SUM-4 — Stereo Utility Mixer.
Four Channel Stereo Mixer
2x6 DA — DA Tool.
2x3 or lx6 Distribution Amplifier

BROADCAST®

tools

wvvw.broadcastools.com

o
Manufactured with
Pride in the USA
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Lowest Price on EV RE20!
Get the RE20 at agreat low price! This
venerable ElectroVoice dynamic on-air
mic is afavorite of broadcasters and
engineers worldwide. Its patented,
Variable- Ddesign is famous
for eliminating bassboosting proximity effect
when close micing and
its bass roll-off switch helps
to shape low-end response.
Frequency response is 45 Hz- 18
kHz. Order today at our lowest price
of only $ 369! The 309A is the suspension
shockmount. Add it to your order for only $99!
RE20 List $ 798.00

LowestPrice

ly $369!!

309A List $ 178.00

LowestPrice

ly $99!!
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New Broadcast Voice Processor

(NEW10

AX

Aphex has added an analog, single-channel preamp and voice processor made specifically for broadcasters. Its comprehensive features include tube
preamplification, Easyrider compression, Logic Assisted gating, de-essing, parametric EQ. and Aphex' Aural Exciter and Big Bottom psychacoustic effects.
With this spectacular collection of Aphex processing tools, broadcast users of the 230 are able to work more easily and naturally, achieving avocal quality
that's more present, open and controlled. Connectors: balanced analog XLR I/O and post send/return; AES3, S/PDIF and optical digital outs, and work clock;
remote cough switch input with soft mute. Call today for our low introductory price.
LowestPrice@bswusa.com
230 List $ 799.00
OR CALL 1-800
0 4 14
(NEW!!)
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Inovonics
RDS/RBDS Encoder
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Get in on the RDS bandwageon...at last. The 712 is an affordable full-featured
encoder, brand new from Inovonics. Compatible with third-party software, it connects with station automation to
scroll song and artist info, weather, promos and advertising in either the conventional block format or in our unique
safe- scrolling mode. An independent RadioText register simultaneously sends fixed info, such as station slogans,
contest phone numbers, etc.. 71200 List $ 1,250.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
R CALL

New Maranti Compact
Flash Field Recorder!

(NEWII)

The new PMD660 hand-held digital recorder combines convenient solid-state Compact Flash digital
recording with Marantz quality, for rugged and reliable performance in the field. Record dozens of
hours of MP3 audio on asingle Compact Flash card (or as highquality uncompressed WAV files) and
easily transfer to your computer via USB. You can even edit in the unit itself - use simple cut-and paste editing or take advantage of non-linear, non-destructive playlist editin. Up to 99 virtual tracks let
you compare edits, set up multiple sound bites or provide interview segments of varying durations.
With Marantz at the table, there's never been abetter time to put the power of reliable solid-state
recording to work for you. Be first to get the 660 with BSW! Order today.

1- 800-426-b4 34

FEATURES:
•Records to reliable solid-state Compact Flash cards
•Uncompressed WAV or compressed MP3 files
•Record nearly 36 hours of MP3 audio on asingle 1GB
Compact Flash card
•Cut-and- paste AND non-linear virtual editing
•Onboard USB port lets you upload/download files
•Onboard stereo mics for on-the-spot recording
•
Two XLR inputs and stereo line inputs
•Up to four hours power on AA batteries
•Optional RC600 wired remote available for
at-the-mic control

PMD660 List $ 649.99

.
Lowestmce@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1-800-426-8434
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Affordable
Wireless
from AT

Dual Well CD Player/MiniDisc Recorder
-7-11111110

Acclaimed Codec with Stereo POTS
Its true! For the first time, phase lock left and right audio channels
over two ordinary telephone lines to delivér stable and reliable 15 kHz
FM-quality stereo programming over POTS...for the cost of acouple of
telephone calls. The Tieline iMix G3 digital remote codec/mixer features
a ull six- input mixer (5XLR mic and 1RCA line), and incorporates an
e:-pansion slot allowing broadcasters to select from arange of new
hirdware modules, including GSM to landline wireless, Stereo/Mono
ISDN, Stereo or Dual Mono POTS plus new IFB and Telephone Talkback
Caller facilities. You can also use one 15 kHz mono channel for program
audio and the other channel for arange of communications including
production/engineering talkback, telephone coupler for live on-air callers,
arid 7kHz voice/9600 bps control data. IMIXG3 List $4,595.00
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The Tascam MD-CD1 combines CD playback and MiniDisc recording in
asingle, flexible rackmount unit. CDs can be played back at up to 16%
higher or lower, and can even be played back faster without changing
the pitch. Discs can be duplicated from CD to MiniDisc at up to 4x speed,
and awireless IR remote is included. If you need only one source machine,
this is it! Features: CD-MP3 playback w/ID3 tag display; dedicated digital/
analog outputs (CD) and I/O (MD); MD supports LP2/LP4 long play modes
and has PS/2 keyboard input; 4x speed CD- to-MD duplication; MD-CD
continuous playback. MDCMD1 List $949.00

TASCAM

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL : 1-8 -426- 434

The new AudioTechnica 2000
Series wireless is
affordable and
easier to use than
ever. Rock-solid
dependable
performance is
audlotedinica
coupled with
features which make the 2000 series ideal for both non-technical users
and those wishing to run multiple systems without setup hassles. You get
arobust, allmetal receiver housing with rack kit and removable antennas,
automatic frequency scanning and more. Features: true diversity operation
for reduced dropouts; automatic frequency scanning finds open channel
at the touch of abutton; rackmount receiver with removable antennas
for flexible installation; ToneLock squelch and simple on-off switch for
transmitters. Bodypack systems lavalier mics sold separately.
ATW2120
ATW2110
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Handheld system
Bodypack system

List $499.00
List $ 429.00

Lavalier Mics
AT831CW
Cardioid lapel mic
MT830CW
Omni lapel mic

List $ 120.00
List $ 116.00

LowestPrice@bswusa.com
OR CALL: 1 -800-426-8434

Affordable CD Player with Instant Start
Beautiful On-Air
Light in Oak
Ti us Tech prov;des beautiful and
poetical warning lights including
this on-air light with gold- colored
metal trim and oak base. The large,
bright gold letters pop out against a
black background. Wiring is class-2
type low voltage. Letters are 1* high.
On sale for only $ 119 while supplies last
1L-

The super- affordable CDX601 rackmount CD has up to ± 12% range with
pitch bend. It features multi- speed jog wheel search, instant start, S/PDIF
output, ± 12% pitch control with bend, recalibrates laser to each CD- R.
Agreat deal at BSW! CDX601 List $ 299.95
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LowestPrice: only $119!!

LowestPrice only $149!!

BSW's new express delivery surfer
dude gets your packages there
faster than ever. The only thing we
ask is that you live near some really
gnarly waves!

(NEVII!!)

Rugged, Powered
Desktop Monitors
Fostex 6301BEAV are great
personal powered monitors
-small, rugged and affordable.
Each speaker features a4"
speaker, built-in 10-watt
amplifier, magnetic shielding,
rotary level control, balanced
XLR and phone jack inputs. Priced as each 6301BEAV List $ 219.00

Fostex

only $ 169each!!

Lowest Prices at: wwvv.bswusa.com
Same Day Shipping
BSW stocks ahuge warehouse of products. If we have it in stock, we'll ship
it the same day. Just order by 7:00 PM Eastern Time.

Knowledgeable Staff
Our sales professionals have real-world broadcast and studio
experience to offer expert help with your equipment purchase.

Free Shipping on Web orders over $ 189
For alimited time, all web orders over $ 189 get FREE ground service
delivery to the contiguous 48 states. Excludes heavy or oversized items.

LowestPriceebswusa.com
For the best prices on all of your gear visit us on the web at www.
bswusa.com or email us for aquote at LowestPriceebswusa.com

1-800-426-8434
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A Guidebook to the World of Radio
Dedicated Radio Hobbyists Keep Tuning
To the ' World Radio TV Handbook'
by James Careless
To radio buffs, it's known as the
"WRTH."
The "World Radio TV Handbook" is an
annual compendium of the world's radio
and TV stations, including their frequencies,
programming and mailing addresses. It is
widely regarded as the most authoritative
source of its kind. In recent years Larry
Magne's "Passport to World Band Radio"
has given the WRTH arun for its money.
Still, like Rolls-Royce and Chivas Regal,
the WRTH continues to enjoy iconic status
among fans.
"We print between 30,000 to 35,000
copies annually," said Nicholas
Hardyman, the publisher. "Most of them
are bought by people we describe as dedicated radio hobbyists. They are shortwave,
mediumwave (AM), FM DXers and dedicated radio listeners who like to find stations, tune them in, and sometimes send
them reception reports However, we also
have aloyal following among radio managers worldwide:' Based on the old Morse
code term DX, which means "long distance," the phrase DXer means someone
who searches for signals from distant
radio stations.
"Sales have fallen over the years as more
activities compete for peoples' attention, but
sales are now fairly stable," Hardyman said.
"The biggest circulation in recent years
came at the onset of the Gulf War, when we
sold 80,000 copies thanks, in part, to
Defense Department procurement."
What Sinside
A densely printed paperback, the 2005
WRTH is atextbook of broadcast information. As in previous years, the new edition provides reviews of the latest newest
radios — high-end and portable, PC and
digital receivers, preselectors and antennas. ( Despite its name, the WRTH is

No matter
what transmitter
you own, we can
provide quality
rectifiers from stock.
We have areliable,
cost-effective solution to
meet the requirements of
most AM and FM transmitters
built since the 1950s at prices
better than the manufacturers'.

radio-centric.)
Also provided are feature articles with
names such as Ancillary Equipment,
Managing the HF Spectrum, Digital
Update, HF Conditions 2005, World Music
Radio, and Most Suitable SW Frequencies.
Add in charts explaining the strange world
of SW radio frequencies — different bands
work best at different times, due to changing ionospheric propagation — and maps of
the world's SW transmitter sites; and the
reader has all he or she needs to know to
tune in the world.
However, it is WRTH's newsprint reference pages that hold its claim to fame.
From Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, each
country's entry includes the names, addresses, frequencies, program formats and call
signs of their national radio and TV services. In addition, the WRTH lists the country's local AM and FM broadcasters,
including their frequencies and transmitter

powers. Also available are listings for international SW radio stations — again on a
country-by-country basis — and abreakdown of the world's AM frequency users by
channel, by region.
For instance, in North America, 800
kHz on the AM band is home to KINY
Juneau, Alaska; KQCV Oklahoma City,
Okla.; CJAD Montreal, Canada; WDUX
Waupaca, Wis.; and 31 others. Add Trans
World Radio from Bonaire, Netherland
Antilles — its 100 kW transmitter punches the North American static through during the evening hours — and one can see
why this channel sounds busy after sunset.
Reaction to the Nazis
The WRTH's roots can be traced to the
Nazi occupation of Denmark, when listening to foreign stations was forbidden. Many
Danes secretly turned into the BBC and other international shortwave stations for reliable news.
After the end of World War II, the
Danish penchant for shortwave listening
continued, so enthusiast Lund Johanssen
started printing SW listings in Danish
newspapers.
Aided by fellow journalist Jens Frost —
who had caught some errors in the newspaper listings based on his own radio tunings
— Johanssen compiled and published the
first World Radio Handbook for Listeners in
1947. Originally, this book was only meant
for Danish readers. However, such was the
popularity of the handbook's listings that it
began to be sold internationally. Over the
years, TV listings were added.
Over the years, Frost and then SW expert
Andy Sennitt served as WRTH editors.
During this time, the book was purchased
and sold anumber of times.
In 1998, it appeared as though the
See WRTH, page 21

Surround
Continued from page 18

again, assuming the creative-stage mixing follows appropriate rules.
For reasons noted above, matrixed surround has never taken hold in FM radio,
but the multipath resistance of digital
radio could allow its addition to IBOC or
DAB systems without difficulty. Just
such an approach has been proposed and
successfully used in some cases,
although no commercial products actually target this application as yet. ("Some
assembly required" for digital radio
matrix-surround listening today, requiring feed of an IBOC or DAB receiver's
analog stereo output to an outboard surround decoder.)
It is unclear whether future IBOC
receivers will ever incorporate surround
decoders, due to their reliance on analog
FM as aback-up signal. Receivers could
be designed to disable surround decoding
when the IBOC receiver falls back to
analog FM, but receiver manufacturers
might not want such adramatic shift to
occur in such cases.
In any case, this discussion is now
being eclipsed by adesire to move radio
beyond matrixed surround into more
recently developed 5.1-channel discrete
surround. We'll look at proposals for
doing this in abackward-compatible way
next time.
Skip Pizzi is contributing editor of
Radio World..
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Information about the WRTH can be
found online at www.wrth.com. The 2005
edition is available in the United States for

Continued from page 20
WRTH might be doomed when Sennitt and
Managing Editor Bart Kuperus resigned.
However, the title was purchased from
Billboard by WRTH Publications, which is
co-owned by Hardman.
Now based in Oxford, England, the
WRTH is produced by athree-person team:
Hardyman, International Editor Sean
Gilbert and Technical Editor John Nelson.
Despite only having a small production team, the WRTH has maintained its
reputation for providing accurate global
information, and convincing major radio
vendors such as Eton Corp. (Grundig) to
advertise substantially within its pages.
The reason is the WRTH's long-standing
team of "contributors." Living around the
globe, they take the time to verify what's
actually on air and to send that information
to the WRTH's offices as needed.
"In addition, many of our contributors
have been listening and writing on our
behalf for decades," Hardyman said.
"They include Svetomir Cuckovic in
Serbia, who has been writing for the
WRTH since 1954, and U.S. SW expert
George Jacobs, who has been with us for
over 40 years." Jacobs is aU.S. engineer
considered an expert at building SW
transmitter sites.
"This kind of depth shows in our reports,
and matters to our readers."
Even with the growth of satellite television and the Internet, Nicholas Hardyman
sees a place for shortwave radio. The
proof is that, for millions of people, SW
radio is the only source of information, he
said, also noting continuing demand for
shortwave frequencies by international
broadcasters.
"There's still enough new and different
being broadcast on shortwave to motivate
people to tune in," Hardyman said. "As long
as they do, we'll be here to help."
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BE Guarantees AV Upgrade
Path for ContentDepot
Scott Bridgewater of National Public Radio Distribution, right, visited
Broadcast Electronics in Quincy, Ill., to work with the supplier on integrating BE's
AudioVault with the new ContentDepot delivery system.
BE recently announced that all AudioVault users will be able to interconnect
with the new PRSS ContentDepot system at no charge. It announced a "guaranteed
upgrade path" for noncom stations using its digital audio system with the new
ContentDepot delivery system, which is being built by NPR's Distribution division. The manufacturer said it would provide software updates to users of current
AudioVault and Vault2 systems in the first quarter of 2005. Users of the earlier
AudioVault AV100 will receive hardware for the integration.
Shown in the photo, from left, are Gene McAneny, BE Digital Customer
Service Engineer; Eric Behymer, BE Digital Customer Service Engineer (seated);
Greg Uzelac, BE Senior Design Engineer (Digital); and Scott Bridgewater.
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$29.95 or less, and can be purchased
through Amazon.com. Next year's edition
will be WRTH's 60th.
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No matter what they're talking about, STAC is the best way
to manage your calls.
STAC ( Studio Telephone Access Center) puts you in control of
your talk shows, request/contest lines, call- ins and phoners with
great sound, ease of operation and scalable configuration.
Incorporating apair of Comrex high-performance digital
hybrids, STAC provides the most natural sounding telephone
audio — even when conferencing up to four callers.
The STAC system is available in six (STAC 6) and twelve ( STAC 12)
line versions. Connect up to four control surfaces using standard
CAT5 cable — no custom cabling required. Best of all, STAC is
incredibly easy to use — anyone can master it in seconds.

Use STAC any place there's a web browser!
If you have a computer, you've already got all the hardware and software
you need. Just log onto the internet using a standard web browser — NO
SPECIAL SOFTWARE TO INSTALL — go to your STAC IP address, and you
are there! STAC ' EM from home, the studio or that great beach in Cancun!

Cool features include:
•
STAC IP allows call control from multiple networked computers.
•Busy-All makes starting contests abreeze.
•
Auto-Attendant answers, plays your message and STACs
callers on hold. Great stress relief for screeners and producers!
STUDIO TELEPHONE ACCESS CENTER

Got Calls? Put Comrex On The Line
Toll Free: 800-237-1776 • www.comrex.com • e-mail: info@comrex.com
19 Pine Road, Devens, MA 01434 USA • Tel: 978-784-1776 • Fax: 978-784-1717
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ANAHEIM • 2005
Expand your skills, knowledge and resources

rrr`rrrr

as a

Christian Communication Professional
working at astudio, radio or TV station...

Media Pastor pulling together weekly productions, or
aProducer developing programming content.
Senior

Staff, juggling the challenges of amedia ministry and watching the bottom- line...

16,2005 • Anaheim, CA

Febroa rY l1001.'"
Fill Your Shopping
List at the NRB 2005
Exhibit Hall

BOOT CAMPS
Full Day Intensive Boot Camps
Have you ever attended alecture and been frustrated because one hour is just
not enough time to really understand asubject? Then Anaheim is the right place
for you! Each year NRB hosts full day " Boot Camps" that dig aeeply into the
details of asubject that you need to know more about.Topics this year include:

New this year - the NRB TECH LAB! No one

Radio:

brings together equipment manuf.xturers for side- byside demonstrations like you will see in the NRB TECH

It's Worth Saying: How To Make Sure
Your Listeners Hear It

LAB! Partic.pate in tour days of hands-on product demonstrations and technically oriented seminars, in partner-

Church Media:

ship with noted systems integrator TV Magic.You'll have
access to top-tier manufac:urers like Panasonic, Sony,

The Art of Communicating

Grass Valley, Apple, Yamaha and many others. See side- byside comparisons of cameras, video editing suites, and

Check off all your ministri needs at NRB"s

other system components that will enhance your own

awaid-winning exposition where nearly 300

facility and bring you up to par with today's demanding
production requirements.This lab will help you make the
best choices for your media production.

the words of a

leading ad campaign.. it's priceless!

the Gospel in Worship

TV:

vendors will showcase their wares on 140,000
such as Armstrong, Baker Publishing, Harris,

Here's asneak preview cf the seminars that will be

Panasonic, Ross Video, and USA Radio

offered at NB's Tech Lab:

Network, you wiil discover the instruments
•24P Production

•Robotic Camera Systems

•P2 Tapeless Format

Internet:

•Graphics for HD

•Streammg Media

•Yamaha Consoles

•XDCam Tapeless Format
•Archiving Solutions

•Wireless Mic Techniques
•SLrround Sound Audio

•Lighting Techniques

•Aud ofor HD

•DVD Authoring Choices

•Dighal vs Analog Audio

the Internet for Ministry

Educational Sessions
All day Monday and Tuesday you will have over 40 educational sessions covering awide spectrum of topics to sharpen your skills and knowledge in communications. Here is just abrief sampling of what we have in store for you:

• Digital Update: Anticipated or Feared?
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EXCHANGE
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Effectively Planning Your Use of

you need to fine-tune your ministry.

•What Can Fiber Do For Vol? •Dsplay Technologies
•SD vs. HD in Production

The Face Of the Future: A Producer's
Look At High Definition Television

square feat of exhibit space. With companies
Inspfratior Networks, Nelson Ministry Services,

•HDV - Where Does It Rs?

Digital Storytellers -

• Maximizing the Combination of Programs and Music

Showcase Your
Company at NRB 2005

The Innovation Exchange is a-iotbed of lively discussion

In. not too late to highlight your company's

and innovative thinking. Small groups will meet about a

products and services to thousands of NRB

variety of topics related to some of the most pressing issues

2005 convention-goers. Contact Steve Cross

facing communicators and ministry leaders. It's brainstorm-

at 703-331-4513 or scross@nrb.org to ask

ing with acapital B, and you don't want :omiss it.

about your opportunities to participate via
sponsorships, exhibit space, affiliate events,

• A Copyright Primer...Understand CopyrigIrs and
Licensing for Church Media Producers
• FCC Compliance: Avoiding Fines - Avoiding Jail
• Video Directing Techniques for IMAG and Broadcast
• One Person, One Camera, Unlimited Possibilities:
The Power of Documentary Production

and advertis ng.

For further details or to register, visit

• What Christian Radio Can Learn from Public Radio

www.nrb.org

or call

703-330-7000

Will Less Be

Mi urna
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A Center for Native American Radio
Community Broadcasters, CPB Help Stations
Develop Different Models of Financial Support

said her group recognizes that Native
American stations "operate in very difficult economic environments where traditional public radio models of support like

by John Merli
Help is on the way for aform of radio
that few Americans have ever heard.
Native American radio, serving mostly
isolated Indian reservations in the western half of the United States, recently got
a boost: The Corporation for Public
Broadcasting earmarked $ 1.5 million to
establish a Center for Native American
Radio. As aresult, this largely unknown
radio service hopes to better serve communities in away that no other medium
can do as effectively.
More than 30 Native American- run
stations in adozen states from Alaska to
Wisconsin will be directly affected by the
new center's activities in the short run. In
the long run the stations' future fundraising efforts — like much of its programming — could create something different
from today's typical public broadcasting
model.
Different model
The idea for the resource center resulted from a funding proposal from the
National Federation of Community
Broadcasters. That proposal, in turn,
grew out of a meeting last spring of

Many voices
Although there are small pockets of
commercial radio operations owned by
Native American interests, such as
Arizona's Navajo reservation in Window
Rock, public radio's approach to securing
underwriting grants is more suited to
Native American radio's goals of providing a variety of short- and long- form
niche cultural programming — formats
that usually do not appeal to traditional
spot advertisers.
Native American broadcasters believe
what makes their programming unique
centers on the role it plays in cultural
preservation. Most stations provide at
least some programs in the native languages of their markets — often several
languages — and they say preserving
tribal customs and history through educaSee NATIVE RADIO, page 24

David Sam of public station KNBA(FM) in Anchorage, Alaska,
hosts the Native American program 'Indigenous Expressions.'
programs." Pierson said the project also
hopes to discover new models for generating long-term, sustainable funding.
"Our plan is to do a major feasibility

STATION/STUDIO SERVICES
WISHFUL THINKING
WON'T INCREASE
# / YOUR BILLING....
...but market- exclusive

Boos WILL!
Don't fairk & Drive • Miter Safety Tips
Shop Your Hometown Merchants • Lots We!

CALL TOLL- FREE 1-888-472-2388
FREE DEMOS & INFO www.grarrhrnacicatit
galena«

KTDB(FM) in Pine Hill, N.M., was one of the first Native
American stations on the air. From left: founder Bernie Bustos;
station manager Barbara Maria; CPB consultant Bruce Theriault;
and CPB consultant Felice Tilin of the Teleos Leadership Institute.
Native American public broadcasters.
"One thing that's clear is the model of
financial support that's worked for other
public stations isn't appropriate for the
low-income communities that these
Native American stations primarily
serve," said NFCB President/CEO Carol
Pierson.
"This grant is achance to identify how
to raise significant new money to finance
stations' operations and Native American

study of ideas on generating funding at
the national level, since it would be very
difficult for these local stations to get it,
otherwise, from typical public radio ( listener contributions)," she said. By not
working within a larger, more vocal station group, many individual broadcasters
simply would not have the resources and
capital necessary to raise adequate funding effectively on their own.
CPB President/CEO Kathleen Cox

pledge drives and underwriting are not
generally as successful. We believe the
new center can take the lead in developing new financial venues and other
sources of support."
She said the center also will provide
expertise in accounting, ptogramming,
staffing and other necessary assistance
that small stations, especially, most
require and can least afford.

FEBRUARY SALES BOOSTERS!
'BLACK HISTORY MONTH
(28/:60's)
'VALENTINE'S DAY
(15/:30's)
•FFA WEEK - 2/19 thru 2/26
(40/:30's)
Market Exclusive!
illy Produced - Easy to Sell!

Demos & Details at
www.gracebroadcast.com

SPACE

SPACE

AVAILABLE

AVAILABLE

Call Simone For Details

Call Simone For Details

1-703-998-7600 ext.

1-703-998-7600 ext.

154

154

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!
Promote your services to Radio Worldt readers. Reach Radio Stanton and
Recording Studio owners/managers and engineers with your message.
For information on affordable advertising
call Simone at 1-703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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and public service are important to
listeners who cannot rely on similar services from other electronic media.
Senate Commerce Committee
Chairman John McCain. R- Ariz.,
whose state has four Native American
stations, has called local Native
American radio services " an invaluable
tool that connects listeners with each
other and their heritage." His committee held a hearing on the CPB project
last summer. The management of
KUYI(FM) in Hotevilla, Ariz., testified that local- language broadcasts
have resulted in renewed interest in
everyday use of the Hopi language.
At KIDE(FM) in Hoopa, Calif.,
Lion

January 19, 2005
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recent daily programming included
"Native Sounds and Voices" and
"Earthsongs," as well as " Different
Drums" — along with NPR newscasts
and music by the Grateful Dead. Some
of the California station's programming comes courtesy of KNBA(FM) in
Anchorage, Alaska. Operated by the
Koahnic
Broadcasting
Corp.,
KNBA(FM) is the only Native
American station in the country to
serve primarily an urban audience.
Koahnic produces shows that are
distributed nationally via satellite, such
as the daily one- hour call- in " Native
America Calling" and " National
Native News," from its production
center at the University of New
Mexico in Albuquerque. KNBAKoahnic President/CEO Jaclyn Sallee
said a few dozen stations, not all of

them
Native
American, carry
some of their
programming.
Sallee
said
about 10 percent
of the nearly
quarter- million
listeners in the
Anchorage market are Native
American; she is
an
Inupiaq
Jaclyn Sallee is
Eskimo.
She
president/CEO
said KNBA(FM)
of KNEtA-Koahnic
claims
about
Broadcasting
10,000 weekly
Corp. in
listeners.
Anchorage.
"We went onair for the first time back in October
1996 because there was no radio ser-

vice for Native Americans," she said.
Anchorage is a culturally diverse
region that is referred to locally as
"Alaska's native village," she said,
including the tribal cultures of the
Aleut, Athabascan, Inupiaq, Jicarilla
Apache, Navajo, Ojibway, Potawatomi,
Siberian Yupik, Tlingit, Tsimpsean and
Yupik. And the common communicator
for everyone, Sallee said, often is
achieved through music.
"We have many different tribes here
all coming together, and we offer a
unique service of alternative music that
we assemble from independent artists,
from the record labels, from all types
of sources, for our local and national
programs; while other ( non- music)
programs such as call- ins, news and
talk shows deal directly with the issues
and problems facing Native Americans
in their everyday lives."
KNBA(FM)'s eight- day pledge
See NATIVE RADIO, page 25

Native Voices
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THE WORLD'S LARGEST ELECTRONIC MEDIA SHOW

YOUR FUTURE
STARTS HERE

Rao
Trail

Stations participating in the new
Center for Native American Public
Radio (all are FM, unless noted):
Alaska
KNBA, Anchorage
KBRW (FM/AM), Barrow
KYUK, Bethel
KCUK, Chevak
KZPA, Fort Yukon
KIYU, Galena
KOTZ, Kotzebue
KSDP, Sand Point
KUHB, St. Paul Island
KNSA, Unalakleet
Arizona
KUYI, Hotevilla
KGHR, Tuba City
KNNB, Whiteriver
KRMH, Teenospos
California
KIDE, Hoopa
Colorado
KRZA, Alamoza
KSUT/KUTE, Ignacio

The future of electronic media takes shape at the NAB
show. Join thousands of future-focused professionals
from more than 130 countries around the world as
Take advantage of aFREE
four-day VIP Exhibits Pass
to all NAB2005 exhibit
halls*. Go to the NAB Web
site, click on Registration,
click on VIP Exhibit Pass.

they gather to discover cutting-edge tools, discuss

enter code AC47.

and multimedia technology in an event unlike any

•this pass is valid tor free acilmsslor to t- le
NAB2005 show floor d used to register by
April 13, 2005. After April 13, registration
must be made on site at the Las Vegas
Convention Center and a processing fee
of $ 20 will be applied.

new ideas, and sharpen their competitive edge.
NAB2005 will showcase the latest innovations from
every facet of television, radio, film, video, audio
other. If you work in the world of electronic media —
Your future starts here.

Montana
KGVA, Halem
North Dakota
KEYA, Belcourt
KMHA, New Town
KABU, St. Michaels
New Mexico
KCIE, Dulce
KABR, Magdalena
KTDB, Pine Hill
KSHI, Zuni
Oregon
KWSO, Warm Springs
South Dakota
KILI, Porcupine
KLND, McLaughlin

NAB2005 • Conferences: April 16-21 • Exhibits: April 18-21
Las Vegas Convention Center
Las Vegas, Nevada USA

www.nabshow.corn

Washington
KYNR, Toppenish
Wisconsin
WOJB, Hayward
Wyoming
KWRR, Ft. Washakie
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Wanted: AEs Who Love to Write Ad Copy
by Mark Lapidus
There was atime when account executives in radio were honest about acertain
subject: They would almost universally
express a dislike of writing spots for
clients.
They claimed it was tedious, time-consuming work and that it wasn't really their
job. It was the last thing on their list of
things to do in any given day, and they
would do it reluctantly when the station
copywriter was out sick or on vacation or
just had too many spots to write in one day.
Like everything else in radio, this negative attitude Iused to hear from reps
regarding copywriting has changed. Or
has it?
I've been poking around abit, and it
appears that honesty about this subject

has gone underground.
At most stations, copywriting for
clients is arequirement for account executives; it's made quite clear that those
who speak the truth regarding their feelings about this task risk the wrath of
management. Why? Because the position
of advertising copywriter has virtually
disappeared at radio stations.
If you're assuming I'm biased and
passionate regarding this subject, you're
right.
Some will accuse me of stereotyping
when Isay that account executives are
interested in money and not in acreative
pursuit such as copywriting. Iwill grant
you that Ihave come across a few
account executives who loved to write
spots and were pretty good at it. Of the

three 1can remember over many years,
one of them failed as a salesperson. The
other two weren't very good at selling
either.
There is something in the personality
make-up of agreat radio account executive that runs against the grain of being a
creative copywriter. I'm not certain what
that something is; and maybe it's not
always the same from person to person.
Part of it no doubt has to do with the fact
that finding clients who will buy radio
advertising is a time-consuming, emotionally draining, never-ending process.
After a rep closes adeal, it can feel
concluded
to
a large
degree.
Intellectually, an account executive
knows that there's more work to do, and

Promo Power

by Mark Lapidus

See COPY, page 26

Native Radio
Continued from page 24

drive last fall brought in $ 65,000,
somewhat short of its $ 85,000 goal.
Sallee expected that another minipledge drive this winter, along with
help from some statewide and local
underwriters, should help make up for
the temporary shortfall.
"We currently have 1,200 contributing public radio members who are very
supportive," she said. Her full-time
staff in Anchorage is usually around
10, with eight staffers working at the
New Mexico production facility.
KNBA(FM) routinely shares its
engineer and other expertise with
Native American stations in Alaska
(visits to other stations often take days,
given the enormous size of the state).
Sallee said she believes the new center
will not only help create effective
money-raising models unique to public
broadcasting, but also help strengthen
the training and other non- technical
networking of Native American stations in her state and elsewhere.
Technically, in a separate initiative,
CPB announced a $ 365,000 grant in
September for the Alaska Public
Broadcasting Broadband Initiative, to
link 30 Alaska public radio and TV
stations, including KNBA(FM), via a
high-speed data network.
KNBA(FM), which provides an
abundance of additional listener
resources on its Web site, streams its
programming online at www.publicbroadcasting.netlkbelpprlindex.sht
ml.
While some Indian reserves have
become quite wealthy in recent years
from lucrative gambling casinos, nearly all Native American stations, most
of which are full- power FMs, are
located in isolated regions of the
nation where casinos are not viable
options.
The NFCB planned to hire two fulltime people for the new resource center and to dedicate one of its current
staffers to the project part-time. In
additional to seeking new forms of
long-term funding, the center will
attempt to remain flexible enough to
provide whatever aid is needed at any
given time.
"We're trying to create the H&R
Block of possible radio services,"
NFCB's Pierson said, " by providing
help in any way we can."
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NEWS ANALYSIS

Industry Awaits Clutter Verdict
Although all things are negotiable, some
buyers have said Clear Channel would like
to charge up to 75 percent as much for a
30-second spot as it did for a :60. to help

Observers Debate Value of 30- Second Spots,
Seen by Some as Mere ` PowerPoint Radio'
by John Merli
Terrestrial radio's future in an era of
new media competition hinges as much
on what it doesn't air, as on what it does.
So holds the gospel according to Clear
Channel, as the rest of the industry
watches, with mixed emotions, waiting
for any telltale sign that the radio behemoth knows what it's doing by turning its
back on 60-second ads.
A policy of shorter ad spots and promos
— and fewer, too — on its more than 1,200
stations is at the heart of Clear Channel's
"Less Is More" anti-clutter campaign, which
phased in at some stations abit earlier than
originally planned, in mid-December.
A second, less-publicized aspect of the
project is an attempt to raise the creative
quality of 30- second spots to increase
their effectiveness; the company named a
Creative Services Group of consultants
last fall to help the cause.
Take-it-or-leave-it'
Clear Channel " remains steadfast in its
conviction to do this with a take- it-orleave- it attitude as their position,"
according to ad buyer Mark Lefkowitz of
Furman Roth Advertising in New York.
"The creative community is particularly disappointed and will find it very
hard to achieve the goals of Clear
Channel's objective. Being able to use a
:30 over a :60 while trying to maintain a

Copy
Continued from page 25

that this advertising they just sold has to
produce a result for the client. But they
also know they've got many other potential clients to close before the week is
done.
So what's the priority? Simple answer:
To hit or exceed their monthly budget.
Where does that leave the spot that has to
be written? They still have to do it, so the
act is being performed quickly and with
little care.
Spots on file
I've seen several attempts in recent
years to help account executives with this
copywriting issue.
One company with which Iworked
created a resource of pre- written spots
in categories. For example, if a rep
needed a furniture spot, they'd peruse
the " furniture" category on file and try
to locate apiece of copy in which they
could insert their client's name.
Presto! Instant : 60!
Some categories only had afew spots
in them and you can guess what happened after the same copy had been used
with different names afew times.
Another solution I've witnessed has
been to offer account executives help
in the form of copywriting seminars.
At one Iattended, the account executive spent aentire day learning how to
write better copy, in between returning and making phone calls to clients
they were trying to close. At another, I
witnessed a series of brief workshops
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is now a reality!
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You have all heard about Clear Channel Radio's
nationwide initiative to cut clutter and create a
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Clear Channel Nashville explained the campaign online for clients.
Director of Sales Tom English wrote, This is a fluid process and we
have much fine tuning to do but we have effectively started down a
new and promising path. We are all glad you are traveling with us.'
commercial spot's effectiveness is still
very much in question. In fact, the value
of using mostly 30-second ads is questionable at best."

maintain its revenue base — especially
since the idea is to run fewer total minutes,
overall, per hour. Lefkowitz thinks that
strategy makes sense: "If they only charge
half the rate for a : 30 as for a : 60, that
held by a creative services director.
would upset the apple cart."
These were thirty- minute classes held
But he argues that advertising's top
between — you guessed it — client
priority is not simply to save money on
calls.
ad buys, but to produce and air the most
One account executive was so excited
effective spots possible for products and
to be in attendance that she feel asleep.
services. And most advertisers, he conI've laid this article out to make just
tends, think the more persuasive mesone point. Our industry needs to invest
sages come in full-minute spots.
again in real copywriters. We need to hire
"I think other (radio group) companies
women and men who are truly excited
are going to watch and see what happens
about creating commercial spots for our
here, and let Clear Channel find out on
advertisers.
their own how things work out. Other
We gotta bring back the kind of person
companies will ' go to school' on Clear
who will barge into your office to read
Channel," he said.
you anew spot they've just written about
"We all know it's a very transparent
alocal gutter replacement company. They
industry, and whatever happens will be
are so excited about the dialogue and
known rather quickly. They're the big fish
description that they have to read that
in the sea and so they're getting some help
spot to you before it gets produced. I from others, from the RAB with things like
miss hearing those people read copy out
anew award category just 30-second ads,
loud while keeping their eye on a stopas well as from other industry groups. So
watch and anyone who might be within
we'll see what happens."
hearing distance.
We need people who are bursting with
Impact on Automotive
pride about writing terrific advertising
Clear Channel in San Antonio and its PR
copy.
firm in New York did not respond to numerHow will our industry pay for acopyous inquiries from Radio World regarding
writing position? First of all, the salaries for
the implementation of the anti-clutter camthis type of position never broke the bank
paign. In mid-December, the company was
in the first place. It's not like hiring another
providing approximately 40 links to various
sales manager. Also, more results for clients
corporate services, announcements and
means better retention and at least the poscharitable projects on its Web site Home
sibility of more money for radio.
Page. No central Home Page link or headLook at this way: A copywriter frees
line referred to its Less Is More project.
up your best people to do what they do
Originally, the general anti- clutter
best, which is sell advertising time
message going out to stations was to cut
Got an idea about improving radio
the typical 12 minutes per-hour (on FM
copy? Tell us about it at radioworlde
outlets) by aquarter to athird, and axing
imaspub.com.
maybe aquarter of up to 16 minutes on
The author is president of Lapidus
AM talkers during rush-hour dayparts.
Media. Contact him at marklapiduse
Stations contacted declined to disclose
yahoo.com.
their ad changes, if any.

Lefkowitz predicts the group owner
probably will start adjusting its goals by the
second quarter of 2005. "They won't do
away with it completely, but they could find
they have to do some adjusting. Because I'll
tell you that pushing 30-second spots will
make the highly important automotive sector run from radio — not run to it!"
Rob Riggsbee, owner of Inside Media
Inc. of Cincinnati, agrees. His firm buys
time for more than adozen radio clients.
"We
have
to remember that
Automotive often has to put disclaimers
in their spots, and that could easily take
up to 15 seconds, half ashorter spot. My
clients prefer 60 seconds and so do we."
While Riggsbee thinks less clutter
makes sense for both advertisers and listeners, he said the solution lies in reducing the
number of overall minutes per-hour, not
merely cutting alot of :60s down to : 30s.
"I'm not for cutting clutter at the cost of
driving up pricing beyond maybe areasonable 4 or 5 percent. Ithink where Clear
Channel may be having their most success
in converting : 60s into : 30s is with their
direct clients," Riggsbee told Radio World.
"And that's maybe because their direct
clients don't know any better."
'Doing something'
Some financial observers have praised
the conversion to half- minutes. And
while some ad buyers derisively refer to
30- second ads as " PowerPoint Radio"
because they allegedly only allow
enough time to provide a few " bullet
points," not all broadcasters oppose it.
At a New York industry meeting in
December, Cumulus and Katz Media
reportedly indicated at least some interest
in shorter ads among advertisers, and in
the potential financial gains of selling
two ads for every 60-second window of
opportunity. Other groups seem to be taking await-and-see attitude.
Mark Fratrik, vice president of BIA
Financial Network in Chantilly, Va., credits
Clear Channel for its anti-clutter initiative,
regardless of its eventual outcome.
"At least it's attempting to do something about increased ( new media) competition," said the broadcast properties
analyst. "Ithink it's important to have a
major effort by aleading group like Clear
Channel to try to solve a problem that
they recognize as significant. There is an
amazing amount of clutter out there."
Fratrik believes local commercial radio
faces "tremendous challenges" in retaining
its audiences over the next few years, especially younger listeners, who appear to be
migrating rapidly to commercial-free MP3.
CD and game players, and gradually, as
their incomes rise, to satellite radio — especially with portable albeit, expensive satellite radios beginning to enter the market.
"It's also amatter of changing industry
habits as far as advertisers go," Fratrik
said. "These guys have been used to producing and selling 60- second ads for a
very long time now."
Fratrik said the value of local broadcast properties " remain decent," but
because of huge large-market consolidations over the past several years, there are
not a lot of major properties for sale at
any given time and value fluctuations, if
any, can be hard to gauge.
"I think (traditional) radio is still avery
viable medium," Fratrik said. "It still pumps
out decent cash flow, and I'm predicting
radio revenue will increase 4.3 percent in
2005. That's slower than our overall growth
nationally, and it's slow even for the radio
industry itself over the years. But it is
growth."
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you'd need asbestos headphones.
Announc i
ng Omnia-3fm Turbo.
ThE new Omnia-31m Turbo gives you featu -es you
might not find even in orocesscrs that cost a Lot
mere. Here's asmall sar-rple of what you'll get:
• Adjustable, cversampled three-oand
three-oand Automatic Gain

Control

là-niter and
section for

smooth, clean sound that's as bud as you want
it to be.
• Omnia Bass Management Systein provicbs up

There's a reason we call it " Turbo." This new Omnia has
more than enough DSP muscle to grab and hold buttonhappy listeners, and burn ycur brard into their memory.
Cmnia-3fm Turbo's 3 new bands of AGC, 3 bands of
vecision lintinc, and distortion- cancelled clipping stage
or in harmony tc deliver bold, thumping low end, crystal-clear highs and the w3rm, natural, open feeling for
which Om.-lia is famous.

to 12 db of bass boost using specially desig -tec,
time-aligned algorithms for the loudest, cleanes:
low end ever.
• Remote control your way: standard serial and
optional modem and Ethernet connectivity , et you
twee your Eiound 7'rom anywhere, any time.
• Famous Omnia non-al.asing, cbstortioe-controlled
composite c:lipper helps you achieve the dean
loud sound you ve beei dreaming cf.
•Full-featured I/0 with analog, AESJEBU

and con-

posite ins and outs.
A double handful iPf format-spif.o preset; te ge
you up and rurrnirg
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Clients rave:
"We raced Omnia-3fm Turbo against the Orban 2300
and DSP-X, and the Omnia was the loudest, cleanest
and best box by far. This processor is incredible! It's
like hearing the original Omnia again for the first time."
— Mike Oberg, WGMO-FM
"We installed two Omnia-3s... our competitors have
noticed the change in the audio quality, and they are
wondering what our stations have that they don't!"
— Allen Osborne Maldonado, Cocatel, Honduras
"We installed the Ornnia-3 on KQAK-FM and noticed an
immediate deference - so did our listeners! We sound
louder, crisper and better than ever before.
— Keith Shipman, KQAK-FM
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omniaaudio.com

Wanc to really stomp your competition' Get an Omnia-6EX. tie six- bar
dual- path processor with twin processing paths for your standard FM and'
HD Radio" signals.

Ornima is a registered trademark of TLS Corp

The new Omnia-3fm Turbo has a US MSRP of $ 3,995.00.
But for a limited time, you can ge: it for only $ 2,995.00.
Call your Omnia dealer for details.

For AM audio
that peels paint off the wail, you want the
flamethrowing 0.mnia-5EX HD+AM, with
simultaneous prccess•ng for conventional
AM ar d HD Radio" broadcasts.

Put the power of Omnia in
your Windows
PC! Omnia
A/X works seamlessly with
Real, Windows Media, MP3
streaminc encoders and audio
production software to make
your streaming audio sound
fantastic.

2C04. TLS Corp All rights -eserved AI other traiemarks are property of their respective owners.
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OMT Logs Air Signal, Shows for WMET
The Company's iMediaLogger Offers Four
Recording Modes, Archives Content

top of the hour and playing it back as a
dead roll in the following hour on our backup iMediaTouch on-air system in the main

by Brian Rose
VP of Engineering & Technology
VVMETiA111)
Liberty Broadcasting
NEWARK, N.J. Back in 2001 Imoved
the Las Vegas headquarters of Talk
America Radio Networks ( now Liberty
Broadcasting) to Newark, N.J. There was a
timeline given for the move and not much
other instruction from the new owners. I
talked with the operations and production
staff members to determine their specific
needs and what could be automated to take
some of the tedious details out of the network's operations.
After speaking to three or four
automation providers and their clients,
we went with OMT's suite of automation
products, including their iMediaLogger
digital logger.
iMediaLogger is asoftware-based audio
logging, skimming, content archiving and
storage system, suitable for compliance
logging for stations legally required to log
program content; time shifting and delayed
broadcast; auto-recording without spots for
"Best Or shows; and digital archiving.
Four recording modes are offered:
Digital Logger is designed for continuous
logging of material; Mic Skimmer records
only when the talent mic is on; Reverse
Skimmer records only when the talent mic
is off; and Time-Shift recorder is used for
scheduled recording with time and/or network/satellite queues.
The logger's use at Liberty Broadcasting
has grown from one channel and three feed
schedules to four channels and more than 150
scheduled events. Its interface is easy to use,
and the recordings and schedules can be
adjusted easily. The most recent version of
iMediaLogger has enabled us to copy feeds as
opposed to making new ones, saving us time

TECH

The author uses iMediaLogger to log WMET's air signal and shows, and
then play back segment-by-segment overnight without staff involvement.
in setting new and temporary feeds.
Lifesaver
Since our first iMediaLogger, we have
added over 250 GB of storage to its server
to
expand
its
capability.
The
iMediaLogger's reliability and ease of use
has increased with each release, as we have
seen improvements in the three years we've
been using it. When we first started using
the system we used just asingle feed, and it
worked well. As we started adding feeds,
we had afew glitches and crashes, but we
were able to get the system back up and
running after working with OMT support.
One of the features for which we use
iMediaLogger is recording the news at the

studio. It is rare that we go to it, but it's a
lifesaver if you need it.
We log our air signals 24/7 on both our
network channels, and logging is done in
both ahigh-quality feed that can be re-aired
and used for segments, and a low-quality
feed we use for archive purposes.
The low-quality feed is used as an audio
affidavit for the sales department, air-check
for hosts and show producers and for the
possible proof needed for indecency accusations. The high-quality stream can be
broken up as demo segments or used by
affiliate sales to send out an immediate air
check if a station requests a specific show
from that day. These are broken up at the
hourly boundaries.

Additional feeds have been added as
new shows and new features are added to
the network. We also like to capture segments from weekday shows that are
replayed on the weekend. The segments are
recorded directly into our OMT audio server and automatically added to the database,
where they are available for replay in the
on- air studios minutes after they finish
recording. All recorded segments go in our
dead roll category and are automatically
named according to show, time, date, and
segment number.
As noted, we have over 150 distinct
feeds and schedules across four audio
sources that use both time and closures to
start and stop recordings. iMediaLogger has
.1 purge feature that we have tried to use,
however it is the one feature we have had
trouble getting to function.
We are using a separate four- channel
iMediaLogger system at WMET(AM), our
flagship station. We log the air signal as
well as other shows and then automatically
playback segment- by- segment overnight
without any staff involvement. This has
allowed us to reduce overnight staffing.
There is another use for iMediaLogger
in conjunction with OMT's LogTools
Module. When a board operator makes a
mistake on-air that either misses spots or
causes dead air, we can go to the LogTools
Module and determine what keystrokes and
changes were made in the control room and
then listen to the result. This can be useful
in training and in providing proof of error.
With OMT software, our operations and
engineering staff don't wonder what caused
adiscrepancy on the air.
OMT's iMediaLogger is auseful tool in
our facility for reducing costs, staffing,
increasing efficiency and proof for indecency issues that may arise. OMT has worked
us through the few reliability issues, and
done thorough testing to ensure that new
versions have increased uptime and overall
reliability.
For more information, including pricing,
contact OMT Technologies in Canada at
(204) 786-3994 or visit www.omttechnologies.com. •
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BSI Skimmer Records in Loop to Keep Files Fresh
Broadcast Software International describes its Skimmer audio logging system as a tool for program
directors and air talent to check themselves and the competition. The program records audio by time segments, enabling the user to check any second of any hour, or compile and export different hours to create
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"best of" shows. Small clips can be exported for promos and liners.
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The company says one of Skimmer's best applications will be in countries that require aperiod of abroadcast to be recorded and stored for legal reasons. Skimmer records in aloop, so that once the hard drive is full,
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the oldest files will be erased to make room for new ones. Media services can use Skimmer for verification
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purposes, as the system records any audio stream.
Features include the ability to create compressed or non-compressed files and save files by time and date;
-M=1=-7= ...71
111111111111
32-bit Microsoft Windows software; and file integration with MS Windows Explorer. Additionally, the program records until the user tells it to stop.
000/•••2311
System requirements include aPentium 200 CPU; 32 MB RAM; 10 MB available space drive; ATAPI or
SCSI CD-ROM; and MS Windows 98 SE, NT 4.0 workstation or 2000 Pro.
Skimmer software can be downloaded from the BSI Web site.
For more information, including pricing, contact Broadcast Software International at (888) BSIUSAI (274-8721) or visit www.bsiusa.com.
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Prophet DigiLogger Offers
Access to Logged Data
DigiLogger is Prophet Systems' standalone audio
logging and digital archiving program, which the
company says allows broadcasters to retain audio
using compressed or non-compressed audio formats,
including MP3, MPEG 1Layer 2and WMA.
DigiLogger is expandable, enabling simultaneous
recording from one to 16 sources (mono or stereo),
with multiple bitrate storage per recording channel.
Recording lengths and times are configurable.
Recordings can be organized by channel or time,
and can be accessed via network or remotely via
Web page, with direct playback from aWeb browser,
which allows the audio to be reviewed from the
desired location. VU metering displays the current
status of the recording. Logged data
can be accessed to pinpoint a specific

Air Tools 6100
Delay Offers
Editing Features
The Air Tools 6100 broadcast profanity delay is a24-bit unit that Symetrix
says is suitable for live or syndicated
broadcast that prevents unwanted profanity or comments from reaching the airwaves. The 6100 offers up to 40 seconds
of user-definable delay at afull 20 kHz
range of stereo bandwidth, useful for
music and speech.
Features include an automation control
interface; ESE TC89 time code input and
output to allow for real- and delay-time
displays; AES-3 digital I/0; and RS-232
and RS-485 control ports.
The 6100 works by first connecting the
main programming output from astudio
console. When the show begins, press
Start, and the unit begins digitally stretching the program, creating up to 40 seconds
of user-defined delay. If aguest makes an
unwanted comment, or the operator wishes
to delete content, press the Dump button
and continue on with the program. The
unwanted material, up to the last 40 seconds of the broadcast, disappears.
Another way to get rid of unwanted
content is with Cough. In the middle of a
broadcast, ahost may need to say something off-air to guests or have adrink of
water. The Cough button enables the station to edit out unwanted airtime, then
release it when finished. The broadcast
picks up again.
The 6100's automation control interface
offers anetwork syndicator the ability to
trigger automation changes or control a
router with "delayed" contact closures.
Four TTL logic inputs digitally tag the
audio on input and close the corresponding
relay when the tagged delayed audio reaches the 6100's output.
At the end of the program, pressing the
Exit button enables the unit gradually to
leave delay mode until the show is in real
time.
Air Tools also offers a model 6000
broadcast profanity delay. This unit is similar but does not feature the AES-3 I/0;
word clock input; ESE TC89 code input;
RS-232 and RS-485 control ports; TTL
contact
closure
inputs;
or
automation/router relay outputs.
For more information, including pricing, contact Symetrix in Washington state
at (425)778-7728 or visit www.airtoolsaudio.com.

Radio World

BUYER'S GUIDE
break, bit or spot for reviem,
from an Internet-ready computer.
Minimum hardware requirements include P4, 2.4 GHz or
120 GB, and either Windows
2000 or XP Professional operating platforms.
The DigiLogger base license
allows recording if a single
audio channel using standard
audio cards. DigiLogger also
can use multiple- input cards,
including the Echo Layla3G
and the AudioScience family of
cards.
For
more
information,
including pricing, contact
Prophet Systems Innovations in
Nebraska at (308) 284-3007 or
visit www.prophetsys.com.
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DSPX V2 now available
V2 software of the UK designed and built FM - DAB - NET
digital audio broadcast processor is now available
•18 24- bit DSP's provide over 1GIGA-MIPS
of processing power

•Back panel and rackroom
(front- panel) RS232 control

•Comprehensive BLUE LED audio metering
and screen

•LAN ( TCP/IP) port for remote
monitoring and control

•Digital and analogue 10

•Real time clock for preset scheduling

•Wide and multi- band AGC's
with intelligent gating

•Remote trigger port
•Silence/fallback switching

•Multi- band programme dependent limiting

•Password access and control

•Multi- band look ahead limiting
and distortion cancelled clipping

•Full Range of user presets
with A/B switching

•High performance DSP stereo encoder
with composite clipping contro'

• Software upgradeable
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Test Equipment, Audio)
/Experienced Staff
/Used Trade- Ins Welcomed
/New and Rebuilt RF and Audio
/Custom Studio Design and

Furniture

/Representing Over 600 Quality
Manufacturers
/Turnkey Installations Available
You Know We Know Radio
800-438-6040 • www.scmsinc.cont • Fax 704-889-4540
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LBA Technology, Inc is your
proven supplier of innovative,
digital- ready AM antenna systems

RF Components

LBA Tunipole
Folded Unipole Systems

• • •

•

•
•

•

Reach further —
sound better!
Diplexer, Tnplexer and
Phasor Systems

800.327.6901

LBA Technology, Inc.

Vacuum Capacitors

3400 TJDper Drive, Greenville, NC 27834
8W-522-4464 i252-757-0279 / Fax 252-752-'955 / Email Lbatech8Lbagroup com / www Lbagroup com

www.autogramcorp.com

Digital and Analog Switching / Distribution
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Transmitter Audio Solutions ...

Automate Your StaUon in Minutes

•

The AES-302 Digital Audio SwitcheriDA/D

Our products include turing units,
phasing systems, multiplexers. AM/
wireless isolation systems and
components for every power level
We help hundreds of broadcasters
in the USA and worldwide to --

• at I
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fuiniture boasts
unsurpassed quality
for the economical
budget with a10- year
limited warranty.
See details on
our website.

AM Antenna Solutions

La' ."/A & LL12.Le-t.
•

•
introduces
our new
award winning
"Sound Choice"
furniture. Our
modular in stock

,

Touch Sersitive Switches tt, Keyboards

Proven...Affordable...

•

ore mformatior

WBAA
Purdue University

Mini Mix 8A

•

magér@imagersystems.com
www.ma ersystems.com
r we

Since 1979 Mager Systems,
Inc. has been custom
designing and fabncating
award winning furniture tor
the broadcast industry
nationwide. We are still the
innovators and leaders in
solid surface tops and
applications which comes
with a10-year warranty.
Our ccmple.e one-stopshop includes installation,
turnkey prewiring.
switches and
compcnents,conterence
moms, receptioi desks, and
office furniture. Our blending
of art form with cutting edge
techniques, and aclear
understanding of each
client's appLeation allows is
to produce your showplace
tailoreo to your budget.

/Extensive Rental Fleet ( RF Codecs

TEL: 623-780-0045
FAX: 623-780-9860

...No Degree Required
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The CDS302 Automatic Composite Audio Switcher/DA

NEW! Just Released v3.8
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•Extremely Easy To Use Et Understand

LBA

Since 1963

SIX MILLION
THUNDERSTORMS HIT
PLANET EARTH E‘i ERY YEAR!
ITTKE&QliLÜ
PUT YOU

•For All Stations, All Formats
•
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[he CDS300 Composite Audio Switcher/DA
We are proud to introduce the next generation of composite base band and

stainless steel rods.
Ratiuga Software

versatile transmitter audio solutions which will provide complete confidence in
your signal integrity and reliability.

1

bdi

discharge path for the static
electric charge on tall structures.
Dissipation points are 1/8"

...Did we ',lent icn FREE SUPPORT

competitive environment. Elliminate embarrasing off the air outages caused by
path losses. Visit our web site or call us for complete information about these

www.Broadcast-Devices.com

PREVENTION SYSTEM provides
acontinuous, low-resistance

•Music Libraries Available

confidence monitoring and switching functions made necessary by today's

Tel. ( 914) 737-5032 Fax. ( 914) 736-6916

The STATI-CAT LIGHTNING

•Plays All Audio File Formes
•Complete Automation Syste -ns Available
•AirList Music Scheduling Software Only $ 259

digital audio switchers from bd. These new designs provide interlace, switching
and distnbution solutions for your transmitter site. Use these quality products for

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

•Schedule Spots, ID's, Build Rotations

Download your FREE Demo Today
www .
rad uga. net / ner htm
1513) 887-0714

This affordable and rugged system has
proven itself in the held For over 20 years.

Low as S149' Buyout
ca.i.iinure ter
Write or call For a Free brochure and design
P.O. Ban 2548, Farmington,
-41•1•90.-- ....1111.1111111.11111

N.M.

8/499-2548

Toll Free: 888-325-5336 • Fax:505-326-233/ • www.cortanacorporation.com
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BD-500 Gives Stern Warning
The Bone' Opts for Eventide's 40-Second Delay
After Picking Up the Dicey Morning Show
by Jeff Smith CEA,CBNT
Director of Broadcast Systems
Nassau Broadcasting Partners LP
PORTLAND, Maine Imagine you are
in the middle of rebuilding studios at a
newly acquired radio group, and the vice
president of programming tells you that
one of the most controversial syndicated
morning shows on the air today will be
starting on that station in two weeks.
With that said, we know we must install
the maximum indecency protection available, and it has to have multiple layers of
delay and be easy for the board operator
to use.
In the past, achieving multiple layers
of delay meant you were cascading
delays, which is not the optimum solution.
We looked at all the available options
and came to the conclusion that the
Eventide BD- 500, with its 40- second
delay, was the only route for us. We had
used the 8- and 20- second versions of
this delay in the past with great success,
but this would be our first experience
with the 40-second version.
Our initial concerns with adelay this
long are its build-up and ramp down. We
were concerned that creating a40-second
delay would take a long time and sound
obvious on the air. However, we were
relieved when we discovered the unit
could build a40-second delay in about 240
USER

seconds, and without being noticeable on
the air. Additionally, we liked the fact that
the BD-500 could ramp to zero in about
120 seconds without being noticed.

About five minutes before the start
of the morning show, the board op hits
the Rebuild button and the delay slowly
starts to build until it reaches 40 seconds. Again, this takes about 240 seconds. The listeners do not notice any
pitch change or any of the digital artifacts heard with other delays while the
delay is building. Once the delay

noticeable on the air.

The author is shown
with the BD- 500 ( bottom)
The unit was simple to configure and
many of the factory default options never
need to be changed. We needed to tweak
the output attenuation so that switching
between bypass and online was not
noticeable, but other than that all the
default settings worked just fine for us.
From a board-op perspective, the unit
cannot get much simpler — although as
an engineer, you realize some of the
complexities of the unit.

KTC Technology Offèrs Digital Audio Logging
Software for Single, Multi- Channel Applications

reaches a set minimum amount of
delay — the factory default is four
seconds — the Dump button will illuminate.
At this point the user knows the delay
is operational and the Dump button could
be hit if needed. The delay will continue
to build to 40 seconds, which is the maximum amount of layered protection.
One of the best features of the BD-500
is that even though the delay is 40 seconds, when the Dump button is hit, it
does not dump all 40 seconds. You can
set how much time you wish to dump.
This feature gives multiple layers of safety with one delay. The factory default
dump time is 3.0 seconds but can be set

ReeLogger is capable of storing up to
three months of astation's audio without
user intervention. At the month's end, the
system "rolls over" automatically, elimi-

had recorded material was to rewind the
tape and play it back. Not knowing if the
last six to eight hours of material had
been recorded was ahuge drawback.
Ineeded something that would run
24/7, have low operational costs and
could be monitored instantly.
Idecided to give a computer- based
digital audio logging system called
ReeLogger by Alberta- based KTC
Technology a try. Could a computer be

R

eeLogger is capable of storing up to
three months of a station's audio

without user intervention.

machine and occasional tape replacement
costs, it was obvious that Icould no
longer log the radio stations on tape
medium.
Iwas already using VCR machines as
a second logger device, but they did not
allow monitoring of what had just been
recorded. The only way to ensure you

to any amount of time. For example, you
could set this to 5.0 seconds and in effect
have eight layers of delay.
When the show is over, all the board op
has to do is hit the Ramp to Zero button
and the delay will slowly diminish to 0
seconds. This takes about 120 seconds to
accomplish and is not noticeable on the air.
Since installing the Eventide BD-500
at WHXR(FM) 106.7 and 104.7 The
Bone in Portland, Maine, in January of
last year, we have had zero problems
with it. The BD-500 has continued to
provide us the protection we desire and is
unnoticeable to the listener. It really is

I about 240 seconds, without being

ReeLogger, RL2000 Archive Content

RED DEER, Alberta In 1999, my
reel-to-reel logger machine was due for
replacement. A new reel-to-reel logger
and 32 reels of tape amounted to a substantial investment. When Ifactored in
the maintenance of a tape logger
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Tithe unit can build a 40-second delay in
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by Cliff Wheeler
Chief Engineer
Technical Supervisor
CKGY(FM)/CIZZ(FM)
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reliable enough to be a logger? Iwas
willing to find out. Ipurchased aPII/400
computer from a local vendor with 32
MB of RAM running on Windows 98. I
installed the ReeLogger software, configured the amount of days to record and
what codee to use, and the unit started
automatically.

nating the need to change tapes, etc. It
uses an industry-standard audio storage
format, and is flexible in accessing audio
log files, either in-house via LAN or via
remote access.
The two mono "off air" feeds of our
stations are recorded by splitting the stereo
input of the sound card, one in the left and
one in the right. The output from the
sound card monitors what was just recorded. The only problem experienced with the
software was during daylight saving time,
and this was rectified quickly.
No more expensive tape media to buy.
No more head cleaning. No more pucks to
service. It just runs. ReeLogger is now a
standard throughout our chain of radio stations, and Inow have asecond ReeLogger

what
the
engineers
at
Nassau
Broadcasting look for in adevice — easy
to install, easy to operate and dependable.
The Eventide BD-500 comes standard
with a 20-second delay; the 40- second
delay is an extra-cost option available
when the unit is ordered. If you already
have aBD-500 in the 8- or 20-second flavor with digital I/O, the unit is fieldupgradeable to 40 seconds. If your unit is
fully analog it must be sent back to
Eventide for the upgrade, which will
include the digital I/0s.
For more information, including pricing, contact Eventide in New Jersey at
(201) 641-1200 or visit www.eventide.
corn.
that has replaced the old VCR machines.
The ReeLogger software works on all
Windows operating systems ( Win 95
OSR2 and up), and allows you to record
at 30, 60 and 90-day intervals. It uses
RealAudio as its audio format.
The program also has askimmer/scheduler mode. The skimmer is controlled
through the game port and the files can be
named and stored according to when or
how they are recorded. If audio is to be
sent out, asimple program completes the
ReeLogger software package and copies
the files onto aCD.
Share the files on anetwork and operators can retrieve that great interview they
forgot to record or that great bit they just
did on the air. Set the codee to a highquality setting and they will have "better
than skimmer machine" audio. ReeLogger
also can be used to record the competition.
For those that have more than two stations, KTC has software called RL2000
that will record four stereo streams
simultaneously.
KTC Technology calls RL2000 an
evolution of ReeLogger, as it works as a
multi-channel radio station logging system in a box, a multi-channel aircheck
skimmer in abox or acombination of the
two. RL2000 runs on most off-the- shelf
personal computers.
The ReeLogger software has convinced me that acomputer-based system
for logging audio is possible. A casual
glance at the monitor screen lets me
know all is well.
For more information, including pricing, contact dcsTools in Minnesota at
(952) 949.9450 or visit www.dcstools.
corn.
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MAC+ and MiniMAC+

Affordable Custom Broadcast Furniture

Remote Site Monitoring Systems

6

Receive Alarms Via:
-Fax
-GSM/SMS
-Regular Phone Line
-Pager
-E-mail/IP Network

Reach Your Site Via:
-GSM Phone
-Regular Phone line
-Satellite Phone
-IP Network

Constructed,
Delivered and
Installed by

ECHNOLOGY
IP capable
MAC+ and MiniMAC+
are the latest developments
in an ongoing research program •
These Rills, together with the MacComm
and MacNet softare, provide solutions that can
meet needs from small single-station operations to
large international networks.

Ccontin.qa

Now also serving you
from the West Coast!

TEL: 610-925-2785

Studio Technology West

FAX: 610-925-2787
529 Rosedale Rd, Ste. 103

310B Coney Island Dr.

Kennett, PA 19348

Sparks, NV 89431

2300. teon-llarmel Street. suite 220
Quebec,Canada, 61N 41.2
tel: 419.6823380 Fax: 418.682.8996

TEL: 775-351-2042

e-mail: sales@studiotechnology.com

FAX: 775-351-2082

web: www.studiotechnology.com

e-mail: saleWiicomlab.com web: www.davicom.com

DIGITAL ANTENNA MONITORS

Problem Solvers For You!

In-Stock- Available for
Immediate Delivery

• -1111110P'

•

•

• „,11

e-'••

-

Ci -cuitiVVerkes makes control and interface solutions
including: telephone couplers, powerful DTMF operated
contros and encoders, subaudible decoders & encoders,
soohisticated and simplified relay expanders, and more
Our product line is growing monthly and we keep stuff
in- stock for instant delivery . Call us or visit our website to
see how we can help you at asurprisingly affordable price!

e

¡diem •

Price US$2700.00
2Towers
Will operate with anv remote control equipment.

00000°000000
STA-2A Dual High Gain Line Amps
It's true! The best things do

Price US$2100.00
2 Towers
For AM directionals with studio located at transmitter site.
These monitors are state-of-the-art instruments of unequalled
accuracy (. 5% or better on ratio and . 5° or better on phase)
and stability. With typical modulation the true ratio readout of
these monitors is a factor of 10 more stable than instruments
that measure normalized amplitude, and their phase readouts
are rock solid. Phase sign is automatic, no extra operation. In
addition to the analog DC outputs for remote control the Model
CMR has amultiplexed BCD digital output which can be used
to drive the Remote Indicator Model CMR-1. RF inputs have
dual protection. Gas discharge tubes across the sample line
terminations plus relay protection.

to 24 dB of Gain in Audio Lines

The GENr8

Conversion from Unbalanced to Balanced

DTMF Tone

• Conversion from High to Low Impedance

Generator / Encoder

Low Impedance, High Current Line Drivers

•

High
Dual Channel
Gain. High
Line
Output.
Level High
Preamplifiers
Performance

ROL

•

DGenerates

- SupplyFlex - Power Input Configuration
READ ABOUT tril

http://r13.stickons.corn
e
International Sales. (928) 443-9391

GORMAN REDLICH MFG. CO.
257 W. Union St. Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone 740-593-3150 •

NEW From CircuitleVErkE5:

come in small packages.
• Up
•

Unger/ States Sales. (800) 261-2683
European Sales -(31) 20-6238-983

all 16 DTAIIF tones & Eight,

user delined, DTMF sequences

DBalanced audio Input for mixing a Balanced output at up to + 17dBrn.
D Generata tones or sequences with contact closures.
Prc gram or control via serial port with our free software

FAX 740-592-3898
SEE or MAW new probler solvErs oln( at www circuttwFrkes corn

www.gorman-redlich.com/jimg@gorman-redlich.com

MultiPhones Makes Headphones Happen!
NEW! The MultiPhones headphones system gives each
studio guest their own headphone amp on a compact,
easy- to- mount " Guest Pod" panel.
Just feed audio into the MultiPhones Master unit, connect the
Guest Pods with plug-in CAT5 cables, and you're done!
A MultiPhones system supports up to 12 Guest Pods,
each with its own servo- coupled amp, volume control,
and both 1/4" and 3.5mm stereo jacks. Plus Talkback
and cough buttons on each Guest Pod. Superb sound..
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great convenience.. your studio talent will love it!
Now in stock at all Henry dealers.

MULTIPHONES'

HENRY

DISTRIBUTED HEADPHONES SYSTEM

More info at

www.henryeng.corn
626.355.3656

ENGINEERING

• ON

www henryeng com

TALK
BACK

PHONES
MASTERS

f:)

LEVEL
TB
L
R
Caution Excesswe listening levels can cause hearing damage
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Net-Log Adds G.729
Algorithm for Speech
Sonifex says its Net- Log audio logger is the most
recent in its line of equipment for radio station output
recording, following the Sentinel in 1995, which recorded
to DDS data DAT tapes, and alater model that recorded
to hard disk before streaming to DAT.
"It wasn't long before our customers were asking us for adifferent system, one
where audio playback could be made from any desktop and preferably across astandard IP-based network," said the company's Marcus Brooke.
Sonifex says Net-Log was designed as dedicated recording hardware with an internal IDE drive, which means there is no PC inside the unit.
"While PCs are fantastic for interfacing and audio playback, we didn't feel that we

33

could rely on aPC-based system to record 24/7 for 365 days
ayear," Brooke said.
Net- Log is a four-channel device offering MPEG compressed audio, compatibility with existing systems and automatic operation with accompanying software. Audio created
by Net-Log is Windows Media Player-compatible, so files
can be e-mailed to colleagues and customers, and played out
on PCs with asound system.
Recent enhancements since its 2001 debut include the addition
of the G.729 recording algorithm for speech-based audio. The
company says it implemented the algorithm because the amount
of data required for spoken language recordings can be reduced by afactor of between
three and six, which enables longer recordings to be made on the internal disk, lower network traffic when archiving audio to aserver and rapid playback across the network.
A software transcription package, D:Scribe, was added to so that recordings made
in Net-Log can be archived and transcribed using afoot-pedal to control playback.
For more information, including pricing, contact Independent Audio in Maine at
(207)773-2424 or visit www.independentaudio.com.

ProFiler 2.0 Offers Multi-Stream
Recording, 'SmartSkim'
ProFiler 2.0 automated program archiving software from Telos Systems logs program
audio to time-annotated files using MP3 compression with arange of bit rates. Users choose to
store logged audio on alocal hard drive, aWeb or FTP server or networked drives for remote
auditioning of archived content. Stored audio is time-stamped and stored in 15-minute blocks.
The company says ProFiler offers asuite of skimming tools to capture programs for
rebroadcast, and to facilitate quick assembly of airchecks and composites. The
"SmartSkim" mode allows users to archive non-critical programming, as low-bitrate
logging switches to auser-specified higher bitrate for captures when talent is on-mic.
Additionally, remote users can audition secure audio streams via LAN, WAN or the
Internet during capture, which Telos says works well for remote listening by managers, program directors and consultants.
Features of ProFiler 2.0 include support for recording multiple simultaneous program streams using multiple audio cards, as well as mono stream support using asingle stereo audio card; expanded GPIO support; and file export controls. An integrated
logging scheduler enables capture at user-determined times.
ProFiler runs on astandard PC under Windows 2000, and comes with aTelos professional balanced-I/0 audio card. Applications include government-mandated content
logging, program archiving for rebroadcast or Internet streaming, commercial playout
verification and recording live events and contest lines.
The ProFiler Live Player Software, included, lets the user listen to audio over an IP
connection as it is being encoded, dependent upon the available bandwidth. The

Archive Player software, also included, allows auditioning of logged audio via LAN,
WAN or the Internet. Locally stored audio can be auto-archived to an external drive or
device including network storage drives, CD-ROM or other removable media.
For more information, including pricing, contact Telos Systems in Cleveland at
(216) 241-7225 or visit www.telos-systems.com.

Digital Jukebox Says:

Logitek Consoles

Log Yourself, Or Log 10 Stations

Support Profanity Delays

Digital Jukebox says it offers two
audio logging software products: the first
for logging one station in stereo or two in
mono; and a second that records up to 10
r
radio stations on one PC in mono.
: Left
F:1ht
The Digital Audio Logger enables the
-91de
Ode
user to set up the hours and days of the week
Station Prefix 1 - Left MIMI
for logging, the sampling rate and bit rate for
Station Prefix 2- Right
N/DJEI
low-quality logging. Additionally, the user
Select Input Source
can tell the software to record certain hours
eel* AC97 Audio
on certain days of the week for "best of"
shows.
Start Recording
Stop Recording
The company says Digital Audio
1
Logger is suitable for stations that are
-Record Days and Hours
required to log program content. It works
with aWindows standard-issue audio card,
and saves files as MP3 files, which can be
u
listened to on a Windows MP3 player.
Files recorded are one hour in length.
2
The MLogger program records up to I()
III
3
radio stations using one PC. The user can
4
run up to five instances of the MLogger on
the computer, and use up to five audio
5
cards or a single multi- channel record
card.
Recording
MLogger allows the user to record segProgram is active and will start
recording at the next record hour
ments of 15, 30 or 60 minutes in length.
After the files are recorded, the software
splits the left and right channels into separate audio files. Digital Jukebox says MLogger is suitable for media monitoring companies and radio stations that want to log their own radio stations along with the competition's.
For more information, including pricing, contact Digital Jukebox at ( 740) 282SOFT ( 7638) or visit www.digitaljukebox.com.

Logitek says users of its digital consoles can now integrate multiple profanity
delays into their console system with the optional SharcAttack multi-DSP card, which
allows several 10-second delayed audio feeds.
The SharcAttack DSP card is installed in the Logitek Audio Engine, an audio router,
which the company says acts as the hub of its digital console systems. The system is
then programmed to provide delay build-up during normal programming. The user has
the option to dump half of the delay, five seconds; reserving another five seconds for
quick use if necessary; or dump the entire 10-second delay, using aprogrammable button on the Logitek console or other interface.
The company
says a recent purchaser of its console systems used
this capability for
providing multiple
sports feeds for
fall football. The
customer
purchased four Audio
Engines with a
combination of
analog and digital
I/O cards and three
Remora consoles.
Five SharcAttack
cards with extended delay capabilities were provided
so that the customer could feed
six 10- second delayed stereo streams from each card. Logitek President Tag
Borland created asoftware interface for controlling the delays.
For more information, including pricing, contact Logitek at (800) 231-5870 or visit
www.logitekaudio.com.
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"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.

COMPLETE

ACOUSTICS

Tascam 32,
rack mounted,
$600/B0 + shpg. Curt Marker,
Gospel
Opportunities,
130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.

FACILITIES

Want to Sell

nAcousticsFirst"
888-765-2900

S

NEW OR USED
COMPLETE PACKAGES

STUDIO/STUTRANSMITTER/ANTENNA

REMOTE

OR ANY COMBINATION OF ABOVE

Full product line for sound

-LEASE OPTIONS-

control & noise elimination.

-REMOTE BROADCAST RENTALS-

www.acousticsfirst.com
ANTENNAS/TOWERS
/CABLES

AM Ground Systems
Reliable, On- time Installation
Quality Workmanship
Ground System Evaluation
and Repair
www.amgroundsystems.com
1-877-766-2999
Myat 201-001 used 1-5/8" rigid
transmission line sections. 23 ea of
20' lengths & 3 shorter length
sections. Located in Southern
California, BO. John Davis, POB
128, Sierra Madre CA 91025. 626355-6909.

DANGER
HIGH RF VOLTAGES /
YOUR FCC ASR"

S

CONSOLES

4

Mini Mix 12A in excellent
condition, $ 1100.
Marca
Electric, 15295 Brenda Rd.,
Prescott AZ 86305. 1-928-7172471.
Or
email:
marcaelectric@angelfireaz.net
LIMITERS/AUDIO
PROCESSING
Want to Sell
Inovonics 235 AM broadcast
processor. Almost new. Auto gain
control 3- band compression,
variable
Ea,
limiter/clipper
controller, built-in NRSC. Loud
and clear processor, will sell for
$1000. Chip Giannettino, KCPS,
208 Jefferson St, Burlington IA
52601. 319-754-6698.
Want to Buy
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O
E
W
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RANINED
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D
A
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SCMS. Inc. (
800) 438-6040
You Know We Know Radio

Want to Sell

Want to Sell

A

-EMERGENCY RENTALS-

S

\

FCC Tower Signs - AM 8 FM Towers
Guy Wire Protectors - Antenna Tags
Antenna ID Products
610-458-8418
www.antennalD.com

Want to Buy
Coaxial relays. 3-1/8" and 1-5/8".
Continental Communications, 314664-4497, Fax 314-664-9427 or
email: contcomm@sbcglobal.net.

Teletronix LA-2A's, UREI LA-3A's
8, LA- 4's, Fairchild 660's 8, 670's,
any Pultec EQ's 8, any other old
tube compressor/limiters, call after
3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MICROPHONES
Want to Buy
RCA 77-DX's & 44-BX's, any other
RCA ribbon mics, on-air lights, call
after 3PM CST, 972-271-7625.
MISCELLANEOUS
Want to Sell

CART MACHINES
Want to Sell
ITC stereo R/P cart machine,
$250 + shpg. Donald De Rosa,
WAMF, 113 Schuyler St, Fulton
NY 13069. 315-593-1300 or
wamf1300@alltel.net.
Spotmaster RIP cart machine,
$200 + shpg. Donald De Rosa,
WAMF, 113 Schuyler St, Fulton
NY 13069. 315-593-1300 or
wamf1300@alltel.net,
Tapecaster RIP cart machine,
$150 + shpg. Donald De Rosa,
WAMF, 113 Schuyler St, Fulton
NY 13069. 315-593-1300 or
wamf1300@alltel.net.
CERTIFICATION

Are your engineers
Certified?
SBE Certification

SBE

The Industry Benchmark
ww*.sbc.org
(317) 846-9000

&

MICROWAVE

RO1RON SLOVARS NW PIA% BLOOMS,
new & rebuilt For Elcorn, Harris, CCA, CSI,
McMartin.
Goodrich
Ent.
11435
Monderson St. Omaha, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Inovonics
222
AM
MRSC
processor/limiter. Ensures 10KHz
cutoff compliance with NRSC
standards. High quality fast peak
limiting & low-pass filtering, will
sell for $250. Chip Giannettino,
KCPS, 208 Jefferson St, Burlington
IA 52601. 319-754-6698.
MONITORS
Want to Sell
RCA
AMN-1
frequency *
modulation
monitor
with
instruction book, $350 + shpg.
Donald De Rosa, WAMF, 113
Schuyler St, Fulton NY 13069. 315593-1300 or wamf1300@alltel.net.
RECORDERS
Want to Sell
Revox
stereo
r- r tape
recorders ( 2), $ 100 or $475
each + shpg. Donald De Rosa,
WAMF, 113 Schuyler St., Fulton
NY 13069. 315-593-1300 or
mf 1300@alltel.net.

SWE RENT FOR LESS
Blueboxes

FM Exciters

Zephyrs

FM Power Amps

POTS Codecs

STL's

RF/Audio Gear

Test Equipment

If we don't have it, we will get it!
SCMS, INC. ( 8001 438-6040

S

"You Know We Know Radio"

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want to Sell
MPEG-2 Satellite Receivers,
LNBs, C 8, Ku Band Equipment.
www.daveswebshop.com, 479997-2230.
Zephrus 4 card # 304 satellite
main frame card holder, excellent
condition, BO + shpg. Curt Marker,
Gospel
Opportunities,
130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.
Want to Buy
Wegener DR960 receivers. John
Graham, WCPE, 919-556-5178 or
engineer@wcpe.org.

Seeking San Francisco radio
recordsing from the 1920's 1980's. Stations like KSFO, KTAB,
KFRC, KNBR, KNBC, etc. Anything
pertaining to newscast, disc jockey
shows, live band remotes, etc. The
format
can
be
16"
radio
transcriptions, disc, r- r tape,
cassette tape, CD, etc. I'll pay to have
copies made. Write or call. Ron
Tamm, 140 Linden Ln #127, Mill
Valley CA 94941. 415-383-6216.

e

p
Ceme"
irmemg co:d
Seare
ug

The Leader in Broadcast
Engineering Software

TRANSMITTERS
Want to Sell
CCA 1K AM, $ 8500 and CCA 10K
AM, $
27,000. Both just off the
air in perfect condition. New
tubes, manuals and spares.
Delivery
and
installation
available. 517-393-1037.

Professional Software packages for FCC
applications and predicting coverage.
oî

FM Exciters - STI:s

w Prepare AM skywave and groundwave allocations
studies and map FCC contours with AM- Prow.

-

FM Pwr Amps - Antennas

-

40

Studio & Test Equipment

"You Know We Know Radio" S

McMARTIN BF- 5K. 5kW
Factory rebuilt in perfect,
new condition, includes
tubes. tested & tuned on
frequency. Guaranteed,
adjustable from 0 to 5.5
Goodrich Enterprises Inc,

FM.
like
new
your
fully
kW.
402-

Plot STL paths over 30 terrain with Terrain- 3D w

Quality custom mapping and FCC
engineering consulting available.
www.v-soft.com ( 800)743-3684

SCMS Inc (800) 438-6040
S

Create stunning " real-world" coverage maps and
interference studies using Longley-Rice, PTP,
Okamura/Hata and FCC with Probe 3w.

• Search for FM channels under spacings and
contour to contour protection using FMCont Tm.

OFF THE AIR?
S
Emergency Back-up Rentals

493 -1886.

FCC Certified
FM Stereo Transmitter

V 50W RF output, continuous duty!
v Auto protect with auto soh fail &
auto restore!
V Automatic battery backup!

STATIONS

AM-FM-TV STATIONS
HADDEN & ASSOC.
vrenv,HADDENONLINE.com
407.699,6069

)Soft

Energy- Onyx EC06, 6 kW FM
transmitter, under 4yrs old, tuned
to 98.3 Mhz with Energy- Onyx
exciter, asking $ 17k. Lee Schafer,
Inspirational Family Radio, 1440 S
Weideman Ave, Boise ID 83709.
208-377-3790.

V Digital display of all parameters
V Perfect for LPFM, Translators,
as well as stand-alone exciters
www.ramseyelectronics.com

ramsey

800-446-2295
In Our 33rd Year!

Haddenws@colcom

Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters and Also New Equipment
1KW

1998

USED FM TRANSMITTERS
Hams Quest sejesmte

1.5KW
3.5 KW

1987
1986

BE FM1.5A
Harris FM 3.5K

3.5KW
5KW

1992
1982

Harris HT3.5
Harris FM 5K

6KW

1995

Henry 6000D

25KW
25KW

1978
1982

Collins 83102
Has FM25K

25KW

1980

CSI T-25- FA ( Amplifier Only)

30KW

1986

BE FM30A

R UJ Online

50KW

1982

Harris Combiner w/auto exciter-transmitter switcher

v,,vvv.rvvonline.com

1KW
1KW

1998
1998

Continental 314D Solid State
Harris Gates 1Solid State

1KW
1KW

1983
1986

Harris MW1A Solid State
Harris SX1A Solid state

5KW
10KW
50KW

1985
1986
1985

Harris MW5B
Harris MW1OB
Continental 317C2

50KW

1986

Nautel AMPFET 50 Solid State

Fidelipac carts (
172) in Lazy
Susan. $300 +shpg. Donald De
Rosa, WAMF, 113 Schuyler St,
Fulton NY 13069. 315-593-1300 or
wamf1300@alltetnet.

Coll Simone Powell
for all the details at

Want to Buy
Seeking San Francisco bay area
sports
recordings,
baseball,
football, basketball, etc. from the
1920's through the 1970's if
possible taped off the radio or
audio. Write or call. Ron Tamm,
140 Linden Ln # 127, Mill Valley CA
94941. 415-383-6216.

RCA BTAlS
1000/500 watt
broadcast
transmitter
with
manuals, $3000 + shpg. Donald De
Rosa, WAMF, 113 Schuyler St,
Fulton NY 13069. 315-593-1300 or
wamf1300@alltel.net.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978

TAPES/CARTS

Want to Sell

0E1 Quantum " E" 300 watt
transmitter and exciter combo,
frequency agile, $3000 +shpg. Curt
Marker, Gospel Opportunities, 130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.

TRANSCOM CORP.

Want to Buy
Translators, AM's or FM's in
western
U.S.
Contact
Dougs@ihradio.org or 530-5845700 ext 11.

/REELS/CD's

0E1 675 FM exciter 5-20 watts,
frequency agile, $ 1000 + shpg. Curt
Marker, Gospel Opportunities, 130
Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.

USED AM TRANSMITTERS

Harris DIGIT, 2002
BE FX 30

1/SED EXCITERS

Conlinenlal 8020
' New* 20 wan- synthesized

NEW TV TRAN,9A1ffTERS ANALOG AND DIGITAL
Special Discount Pricing On:
VHF AND UHF,
(10 W to 10KW)

TV Antennas
TV STL

USED TV TRANSMITTERS
1KW UHF
10 KW UHF

1992 Acrod yne
1999 h&c° T614C
(Like new-60 hrs. of use)
USED MISC. EQUIPMENT

Audio Amplifiers:
BGW 85
Crown D-75
Audiometncs Stereo Distribution Ampldier
New Denon 72OR Cassette Player
Moseley remote controls
Potomac Phase Monitor AM19 w/sampler
Potomac Phase Monitor 1901 Digital 2Twr
Sola Voltage Regulator 60hz 1KVA s-phase

AND MUCH MORE
Returning & Testing Available
CALL US FOR A QUOTE!

2655 Philmont Ave # 200, Huntingdon Valley, PA 19006

800-441-8454 • 215-938-7304 • FAX No. 215-938-7361
VISIT OUR NEW INTERNET SITE: www.fmamtv.com
SEND YOUR E-MAIL REQUESTS TO:

transcom@fmamtv.com
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Consultants
Consulting Communications Engineers
EMC Test Lab

DISTRIBUTOR
DIRECTORY

Oilad1114i EvA N
+ s o

•FCC Applications and Field Engineering

c

a

t

Consulting

u

Communications
Enginoots

+

•Frequency Searches and Coordination
FCC Applications • Design • Field Engineering • Tower Deturung

•AM-FM-CATV-ITTS-LPTV
•EMC Test Lab-FCC and European IL( )

Upgrade fi Relocation Studies • AM Directional Array Tuning Y. Proof

OWL ENGINEERING IN.

ininirrovdeng.rons

651-784-7445

The following distributors serving the broadcast
industry would be glad to help you with any of
your requirements.

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS

EXPERTS IN.
TV • DTV Transition • FM • Directional Antennas • RP Er

Fax ( M) 784-7541

FROM STOCK

210 S Main St. Thiensville. WI 53092. ( 262) 242-6000. FAX 1262) 242 6045
http "/VIVAV evansassoc com
Member AFCCE

51344 Mainline Ave. N., Shoreview, MN 55126 ...wine*

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS

FASTER_

‘
U<

DA4MUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGIES, INC

▪ AM. FM. TV coverage 8, Upgrades
Broadcast transmission facility
design
— FCC applications preparation construction permit and license
engineering
Clarence M. Beverage • Laura M. Mizrahi
0 Box 1130
Tel: (856)985-0077
Marlton. NJ 08053 Fax: (856)985-8124

I
www.commtechrf.com,
- „erg
Ii

BROADCAST TECHNICAL CONSULTANTS

•Real Time 3-D Displays
•Interference calculations
•Cost effective mapping

Full Senice Fnim Alkicarion
operatkin AM/FM/IV/AI 'X Service'',
Field Work: Antenna and
DrSiffl

www.grahambrock.com

•Used by the FCC
•Latest standards built- In

I

datzawople

www.dataworld.com
800-368-5754

infoedataworld.com
fax: 301-656-5341

RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES

9049 Shady Grow Coi
Gaithenburg,MD2Ck.
laney
( 301)921-0:
1.ngincermg. Inc.
lax ( 301)590- 9:
Member AKCE
mullanerxmullengr.,'

2215 Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(760) 438-4420 Fax: ( 760) 438-4759

\I LI

•Illatl:link@SUMOM.COM web: www.surcom.coil

45c ASSOCIATES, P.C.
ALLOCATION STUDIES

FIELD WORK ASPECIALITY
•AAI
Al;ris:.1Kiid.
measurement Swot • Faohtv tu
•RADHAZ measure
Eul I'
[nets RADvdion
r

,t

Doug Vernier

Telocontonsalcadon Consultants

Broadcast Engineering Consulting
ANUFNUTV/LPTVIDTV
Custom mapping service
Frequency searches
Propagation prediction
FCC application preparation

ELECTROACOUSTICS
OSHA measurements
3041-258-7921

Fax 304-258-7127

Zete4

Structural Analysis

JENNINGS VACUUM

Since 1948

0.1111. on the web at voww.radrosottcon1
101 Demorest Sn 8E. Demurest - 7.-1784,811

R. MORGAN BURROW, P.E.

Market Analysis
Engineering Software
Ethnic/Demographic Data
Custom Full-color Mapping
Sales Marketing Packages

Serving Broadcasters

•Fully integrated databases

Over 45 pears engineering
and con:suiting experience

912-638-8028
202-393-5133

FROM STOCK

MORE ACCURATE RADIO COVERAGE

Ne

oft
oftwarr=ryour
ine

(800) 743-3684
www.v-soft.com

Are You a
Distributor?

'
Peofissinitts!

For more information, including rates &

Cgs /

deadlines, fax Simone Fewell at

ADVERTISE HERE!

+1-703-671-7409.

Electronics Research, Inc.
7777 Gardner Road
Chandler, IN 47610
(812) 925-6000
www.E RI inc.com

Space is available.
less

-I
-

Call 703-998-7600, ext. 154.
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G
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EQUIPMENT USTINGS
Radio Worlds Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides aFREE listing service for radio stations only All other end users will be charged. This FREE service does not apply to Employment Help Wanted ads or Stations For Sale ads These are published run apaid basis only
Send your listings to us by filling out the form below Please be aware that it takes one month for listings to appear. The listings run for Iwo consecutive issues and must be resubmitted in order lo run again. Thank you

Are you currently asubscriber to Radio World?

print and include
ill information:

Please

-I Yes
Signature

WTS J Will

J Ntr
Dare

-ICategory:

Make:

Model:

_

Brief Description:

Contact Name
fide
Company/Station
\ddress
City/State
WTS J WTB J Category:

Zip Code

Make:
Telephone

Model:

Brief Description:

Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other organizations who are not legitimate end users can participate in
t
he Broadcast Equipment Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings & display advertising are available on a
per word or per inch basis.

Price:

*Closing for listings is every other Friday for the next month's issue. All listings are run for 2 issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
PO BOX 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041 • Tel: 703-998-7600 • Fax: 703-998-2966
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ECONCO NEW TUBES

TEL 800-532-6626
INTL: + 1-530-662-7553

New tubes are now manufactured by ECONCO at

FAX +1-530-666-7760

our award winning facility in Woodland California!

www.econco.com

Of course, we continue our 34 year tradition of high
NEW

TUBES &

TRANSMITTERS Cont.
Tepco J340 translator, factory
checked, will be shipped from factory,
RX98.1FM, TX92.7FM, $2282 +shpg.
Curt Marker, Gospel Opportunities,
130 Carmen Dr, Marquette MI 49855.
906-249-1423.
Collins 21E, 5KW tuned to 1250
Khz, PCB's removed, spare tubes,
makes full power, located in New
Hampshire, BO. Lou Muise, WXRV,
30 How St, Haverhill MA 01830.
978-374-4733.

DB Electtronica 2.5 KW FM
transmitter on 93.5. Approx 8yrs
old. Exciter completely reworked
recently. Working when removed
from service in 6/04. Some extra
parts and 3tubes, BO. Call Gordon
or Travis, KLEY, 338 South KLEY
Dr, Wellington KS 67152. 620326-3341.

COMPONENTS
Want to Sell
FOR THE BEST PRICE

& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes &
sockets/parts, new & rebuilt call Goodrich Ent. at
402-4 113-1886
day
or
night,
www.goodrichenterpnses.com.

vowF:

\

An International
Distributor of RF Components

Tubes

ISO MM
—
Certified
The Choice of Successful
Broadcasters Since 1934

NEW & REBUILT
TRANSMITTERS, STUDIO EQUIPMENT, STS, ANTENNAS,
RADIO DATA SYSTEM ( FOR CAR RADIO DISPLAY)

NEW POWER TUBES

EXCITERS-TRANSMITTERS, TRANSLATORS, MIXERS-CONSOLES, RADIO LINK

gSie'

.11.1•

mum»

mum.

Pro-Tek®

MI

SVETLANA Ec

EEV

USA DISTRIBUTOR

To Order:

3089 DeIlona Blvd.
Spring Hill, FL 34609

FP10114 ou _
srock.

Made in U.S.A.
CALL 800-414-8823
Intl ( 650) 592-1221
Fax ( 650) 592-9988

le CC
BEST SERVICE

Fax 352-683-9595

RF PARTS CO.
Milliwatts to Kilowatts

Toshiba • SGS • Thomson & Mitsubishi Semiconductors'

tSe Het* Espanol

800-737-2787
all: rfpadperts.com

I=E

PENSACOLA
AM/FM
seeks
Chief Engineer experienced
with operations, maintenance
and troubleshooting including
transmitters. Knowledge of
computers and networking preferred.
EDE.
Resumes to:
HR@CatCountry987.com
or
Fax: 850-469-9949.

BE offers stability, competitive salary, full benefits and the chance to
excel. To apply, or to obtain more information about these and other
jobs at BE, please fax your resume to BE at ( 217) 224-9607 or e-mail
opportunities@bdcast.com. Confidentiality of correspondence will be
protected. BE is an equal opportunity employer.

POSITIONS WANTED
Friendly, eager to work,
ISCET Certified, Commercial
FCC license with radar, NABER
Certified,
two
way
radio
technician,
amateur
radio
extra, seeks CE, asst CE, FT,
PT, contract, AM/FM, cable,
TV. Contact Mitchell Rakoff,
110- 64- Queens Blvd PMB#
494, Forest Hills, NY 113756347. 718-969-5224 or email:
mitchellrakoff@yahoo.com.

Visit our Web Site at
www.eimac.com
_
=

Ready to deliver for your stations
sales department, production or
weekend " On- air" show through
ratings. Relocation available!
Artis " St" Lewis, 682-553-5574
or artislewis2@netzero.com.

Seeking the perfect voice like
King Arthur sought the Holy
Grail!? Look no further. End
your quest today,
Darrell
Young,
214-587-9156
or
da_rea111@yahoo.com.

www.rwonline.com

Radio World

- ••••••••

-

MOM..
Comaermarow«. à fart.er Malvirn,r,

mwsion

EIMAC • TAYLOR • ECONCO • SVETLANA
Motorola

Great companies are always seeking great
people and great people are always seeking
new and better opportunities. Time for a
change? Broadcast Electronics continues to
expand and seeks experienced broadcast
professionals for anumber of anticipated positions, including:

352-688-2374

Web/die: www.d..derlectronimront

From

NEW SOCKETS &
REPLACEMENT PARTS
Worldwide Availability

1-800-881-2374
Outside U.S. (352) 688-2374
Se Habla Español

HELP WANTED

Triodes
Tetrodes
Pentodes

RPU, MOSFETS, VACUUM CAPACITORS, SOCKETS

( eau.*

EMPLOYMENT
•RF product specialists—Analog and HD Radio transmission and STL
•Market segment specialists—Analog and HD Radio end-to-end solutions
•Post-sale customer support engineers— RF and digital studio products
•Writers—technical and commercial

C Electronics

um

SE HAMA ESPAÑOL

quality power tube rebuilding.

TUBE

ST:ACE

We Export

5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor Falls Church, VA 22041

PHONE: 703-998-7600 •

FAX: 703-671-7409

Web: www.rfparts.com

Our readers have
something to say
"After 25 years, Idon't think Ihave ever missed an
issue, nor would I
dare to. My copy is still the first thing
• Idig out of the mail bucket, and is amust-read for
my technical and operations people. Radio World
has been an invaluable asset in my career, and I
thank you."
Jim Hoge
President and GM
WPOZ/WEAZ
Orlando, Fla.

Classified Advertising Rates Effective
January 1, 2005
13x

26x

105

100

95

10-19 col inch (
per inch) $95

85

75

65

Distributor Directory

$135

130

125

120

Professional Card

$105

100

95

90

Station/Studio Services

$200

170

145

124

Classified Line Ad

$2/word

Blind Box Ad

$15 additional

1-9 col inch ( per inchj

$110

Call Simone Fewell, Ext. 154, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue.

Use your credit card

to pay, we now accept VISA,
MASTERCARD and American Express.

www.rwonline.com

A DVERTISER I
NDEX
This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.
PAGE

ADVERTISER

WEB SITE URL

6

2wcom GmbH

www.bdcast.com

30

Autogram Corporation

13

Axia, A Telos Company

14

Belar

30

Broadcast Devices, Inc.

15

Broadcast Electronics

www.bdcast.com
www.bdcast.com

17

Broadcast Electronics

25

Broadcast Electronics

18

Broadcast Tools

29

Broadcast Warehouse

19

BSW

www.autogramcorp.com
www.axiaaudio.com
www.belar.com
www.broadcast-devices.com

www.bdcast.com
www.broadcastools.com
www.dsp-x.com
www.bswusa.com

4

Burk Technology

32

Circuit Werkes

www.burk.com

20

CKE/HVCA

www.rectifiers.com

32

ComLab

www.davicom.com

7

Comrex

www.comrex.com

20-21

Comrex

1

Continental Electronics

30

Cortana

3

Electronics Research Inc.

5

ESE

32

Gorman- Redlich Mfg. Co.

11

Harris

32

Henry Engineering

www.circuitwerkes.com

www.comrex.com
www.contelec.com
www.cortanacorporation.com
www.eriinc.com
www.ese-web.com
www.gorman-redlich.com
www.broadcast.harris.com
www.henryeng.com
www.inovon.com

8

lnovonics

30

LBA Technology

www.lbagroup.com

30

Mager Systems

www.magersystems.com

16

Mouser Electronics

27

Omnia, A Telos Company

32

Radio Design Labs

www.rdlnet.com

30

Raduga Automation

www.raduga.net

30

S.C.M.S.

12

Sine Systems

32

Studio Technology

9

Telos Systems

2

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

39

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

40

Wheatstone

www.wheatstone.com

As astation owner/operator,
broker, consultant, former
broadcast engineer and broadcast
veteran of 40 years, I
read many
publications. On top of my
reading list for over 20 years has
been Radio World... These guys
write the way I
read!

"

www.mouser.com
www.telos-systems.com

www.scmsinc.com
www.sinesystems.com
www.studiotechnology.com
www.telos-systems.com
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View From the
'Trenches'
As the general manager/chief engineer of
a "small-market" station operating in the
shadow of one of the largest markets in the
country, Ihave been dismayed about the
whole IBOC/degraded AM band arguments
of late.
The direction in which the AM band
appears to be heading seems totally out of
control from a small/medium- market
standpoint. It looks as though the entire
AM industry will be decided by those who
own the most stations, without any regard
for us "local" boys who have been servicing our markets with real live, locally produced content.
Ireally get achuckle listening to the big
guys worry if John Q. Public will be able
to hear their mass-produced program from
station X several states away. Try competing with more than 30 higher-power stations with adaytimer of 500 watts. We are
here in the trenches providing daily news
and community information at the local
level, which can't be found on any of the
regional stations. We are 80 miles north of
Seattle on Whidbey Island, and of course
are totally "covered" by the station groups
in the big city.
Because we are just adaytimer, we get a
lot of inquiry from our listeners wanting to
know when we will be able to stay on all
night and continue with their local news,
traffic conditions and weather forecast. I
wish Ihad an answer for them. In doing
tests, we have found that, even using 250
watts, none of the big city stations would
know we were here. There are enough other
signals around at night that we would only
cover our immediate island, about a20-mile
radius — more than enough to satisfy our
core listeners.
Ihave even explored the "nighttime waiver," but alas, the FCC has things to worry
about other than some little daytimer out
west. Bottom line, if you don't have big
bucks or abig corporate voice, not much is
going to be done in your comer. Ihave yet to
figure out where all this "localism" interest is
malty going with the FCC, as it doesn't seem
to involve us local-market stations.
Iguess Ishould define "local market." We
only cover news of alocal nature, i.e. the
immediate small towns we serve — city
council news, service organizations, chamber news, school news and sports, etc. We
leave the national and world news to our
news service, CNN. If you want to know
who was doing what in town or the latest
high school scores, we have it.
My two cents on the Howard Stern
impact? Peanuts. It's about time the groups
woke up and realized just how much the general public is sick and tired of the irresponsible programming that has plagued our industry. Howard won't lose athing. Those who
wish to listen to his type of show will gladly
subscribe to the service that will carry it
Regarding "Stem Makes Radio Look in
the Mirror" (Nov. 17), it's ironic that the
author is wondering where we are going to
find the new talent for their live local product Look to the small-market stations. The
farm system is still here — it never went
away. Most talent get their start at stations
like ours. Whether they are college or votech graduates, they will cut their teeth here.

Do you want good fresh talent with dedication to the show that comes through on the
air? Then by all means check out the rest of
the dial at the local level.
Rick Bell
General Manager & Chief Engineer
KWDB(AM)
Oak Harbor, Wash.

Save What's
Left of AM
So Clear Channel is not content with lowering the quality of programming and local
service on their radio stations, now they are
lowering the technical quality on their AM
stations by reducing bandwidth to 5khz. And
if that's not enough! They propose that all
AM stations do the same!
Iwas further disappointed to see Radio
World applaud this bone-headed idea.
AM radio needs reduced bandwidth about
as much as Clear Channel needs another
radio station. Ido not know who these people are that Mr. Littlejohn says cannot hear
the difference. Ihave ahereditary hearing
impairment and / can hear the difference,
quite noticeably thank you. Why bother with
the expense of high-end digital boards, storage and workstations, RE-20s, Sennheisers,
etc. if no one can hear the difference?
The radios Ilisten to primarily include a
Mopar RB-I in a2004 Grand Cherokee,
which has atrocious AM quality, though I
can still hear the difference; an old GE
Superradio- I; an old Sony ICF-9740; and an
old Realistic AM-Stereo radio in another car.
When my local Clear Channel station
reduced its bandwidth, Imistakenly assumed
something like STL troubles, and that they
were feeding the transmitter via backup
phone line. Isought out an out-of-market station for the two syndicated talk shows I
enjoy. Yes, Iput up with alittle more noise,
but at least there is alittle high-end there and
it doesn't sound like listening over the telephone. Now that Iknow this is apermanent
decision, perhaps it is time to check out what
Sirius and XM have to offer.
In the case of my Jeep, it is Sirius-ready. I
think Clear Channel's initiative will sell alot
of radios. I'm considering selling mine.
Don't be surprised if next, Clear Channel
lobbies to change channel spacing to 5khz,
making it possible for them to double their
AM count.
Those who want to "improve" AM radio
by reducing the technical quality of the signal, please — do yourself, your company,
the broadcast industry and the listening public afavor. Get out of the business now while
there is still something to save. Let those of
us who still give adamn about quality try to
save what's left.
Allen H. Dunkin
Atlanta

Thanks, Mom
(and Pop)
Excellent piece on KPYK(AM), Mom
and Pop ("KPYK Is aReal Mom and Pop
Station," Oct. 20).
Always refreshing to hear and read about
people who just plain love being in radio.
Robert E. Richer
Farmington, Conn.
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COMMENTARY

'Let's Keep AM
Sounding Good'

Will You Submit?
News is aconversation, not just alecture.

The Movement to Reduce AM Radio Bandwidth
Ignores the Realities of Hearing and Hardware
by Dana Puopolo
Ihave been reading the discussion about
reducing AM audio frequency response to 5
kHz. First Clear Channel implemented it,
then Crawford. Now even Radio World has
endorsed it. In this editorial Iprovide adissenting opinion and back it up with facts,
not listening trips from the airport.
Right now AM bandwidth is fixed at 20
Hz- 10 kHz. This is the result of the NRSC
standards that were set over a decade ago.
Prior to this standard, AM stations had no
limit on their high- frequency response,
which caused problems due to the 10 kHz
spacing between AM channels. Add to that
the extreme high-frequency pre-emphasis
employed by many stations at the time, and
you had arecipe for splatter, with some stations 30 kHz (or more) wide.
The NRSC studied the problem and came
out with asane answer: a10 kHz steep audio
roll-off.
Group delay distortion
The 10 kHz bandwidth reduction is
achieved through a steep-slope low-pass
audio filter just before the transmitter that
cuts off everything above 10 kHz. One look
at aspectrum analyzer display of an AM station is worth 1,000 words; the sidebands literally fall off acliff above 10 kHz.
Unfortunately, steep- slope filters can
cause audible artifacts. Their biggest problem is called group delay distortion. To
understand what this is, let me explain.
We all know that playing an "A" on apiano
sounds drastically different then setting an
audio oscillator to 440 kHz. What makes them
different is that the piano not only produces the
fundamental frequency, it also has harmonics
added. These harmonics are even or odd multiples of the fundamental frequency (880, 1320,
1760, etc.).
The harmonics extend past the limits of
human hearing, which is 20 kHz. Each and
every sound has its own unique harmonic
structure. To recreate any sound accurately, the
reproduction equipment must have flat frequency response, low distortion and noise and
aflat time response. In other words, the entire
audio waveform must arrive at your ear clearly,
at the right level and in the proper time.
Group delay is exactly what it says: delay.
As you approach the cut off frequency of afil-

ter, the frequencies begin literally to slow down
as they go through the filter. This means that
they arrive after the fundamental and other harmonics. Problem is, humans can hear time
delay distortions and filter group delay quite
easily.
We usually perceive group delay as a "phasiness" to the audio. Group delay gets worse with
the complexity of the filter. This is why audio
purists prefer gentle-slope filters to steep-slope
ones in crossovers. It's also the reason the old
Dorrough DAP sounded so good. Fortunately,
the NRSC was aware of this problem and set
the cutoff frequency of the NRSC filter at 10
kHz, meaning that only frequencies above 7
kHz would experience severe group delay.
Another characteristic of human hearing is
that it is not flat — the average adult has a
broad peak in his hearing response centered at
3kHz. This is why asmall adjustment of the 3
kHz band on agraphic equali7er makes such a
big difference compared to the high- and lowfrequency bands.
Now let's see what happens when we move
the frequency response of that NRSC 10 kHz
audio filter down to 5kHz. First the bandwidth
reduces to 5kHz. Next, group delay distortions
are now occurring at 3.5 kHz. In other words,
we have introduced atime distortion right
where our hearing is the most sensitive! Most of
us know that some forms of distortions multiply
rather then add; indeed, that is the case here.
Some engineers with good intentions have
replied to me saying modem computer digital
filter design can produce audio filters that have
low group delay response right to their cutoff.
This is quite mie. But there's asecond filter that
is in cascade with the audio filter over which
we have no control: the filter in the receiver.
Frequency response
It's well known and documented that most
AM radios have terrible high- frequency
response. Manufacturers do that because it is a
cheap way of improving selectivity in the
radio. AM stations have been employing preemphasis (high-frequency boost) for decades to
fight it. The NRSC even publishes adesired
pre-emphasis curve.
We've all seen the frequency response measurements of a "typical" AM radio — audio
response down 6or more dB at 4kHz. Let me
clue you into something else: the IF filters in
the radio also produce group delay. This group
delay can multiply with the delay in the audio

That's how media executive Jeff Jarvis sees it, according to an interview with
the Poynter Institute's Steve Outing.
They were discussing online blogs; but the point is valid for us in the print
media as well, even those who cover radio.
"The story doesn't end when it's published," Outing wrote, describing Jarvis'
view, "but rather just gets started as the public begins to do its part — discussing
the story, adding to it and correcting it."
Radio World has long held this view. That's why we so often encourage readers to write to us. We've endeavored over the years to create amarketplace of
ideas in these pages. In 2005 we encourage you to be an active part of it.
Do you find yourself muttering about something in RW? Do you want to say,
"Yea, right on" or "H-o-o-o-Id on aminute" after reading aquote or aletter?
Tell us about it.
Write aletter to the editor. We receive hundreds each year, and publish virtually all of them.
Submit aGuest Commentary. The longer format gives athoughtful writer a
chance to expand on an important topic, like the one on this page.
Take aphoto. Got atech tip? Did you solve aproblem in an unusual way? Is
the station engineering staff rigging anew antenna, wiring astudio, moving a
transmitter? Take adigital or print snapshot and send it to us.
Propose to write aresearched story. Non-opinion articles written on assignment for RW are paid, and anice addition to aprofessional résumé.
Whatever you do, don't sit silent. We want to hear your strong opinions —
about bandwidth, surround sound, digital radio, consolidation, programming,
satellite radio, indecency, whatever is in your craw and that pertains to the U.S.
radio broadcast industry.
News is aconversation. Talk to us at radioworldeimaspub.com.
— RW

filter causing severe audio artifacts. The NRSC
realized this when they set the cutoff frequency
of their filter above the response of the typical
AM radio. Now some want to put it right in the
middle of the typical AM radio's response.
This is adisaster waiting to happen.
If you don't believe me, listen to any AM
talk station that's implemented these filters.
Here in Los Angeles it's ICFI(AM), and their
phone calls sound far better then their announcers do. Why? Because the phone is steep-slope
filtered at 3kHz, well be/ow the frequency
response of the audio filter. The announcers
have this "phasey" sound that's not on the calls.
In the early 1990s Iwas chief engineer at
WHDH(AM) 850, Boston, one of the two big
talk stations there (now known as WEED. Our
directional pattern was designed in the late
1940s and protected KOA in Denver.
Unfortunately, the metro had grown west quite
abit, and listeners west of the transmitter in
Needham used to complain they could not get
us after sunset. We thankfully discovered a
CRL audio processor designed for shortwave
use, which made us loud.
One feature of the unit enabled the user to
change the response of its audio filter. Over a
period of several months, we experimented
with audio responses of 4kHz, 5kHz, 7.5 kHz
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and 10 kHz. The entire radio and 1'V station
was involved; even interns listened on air and
gave their input.
The results were that audio responses of 4
and 5kHz caused a "phasey" sound that most
did not like. The effect was minimal at 7.5 kHz
and could not be heard at all at 10 kHz. We settled on afinal audio response of 7.5 kHz.
To me, this confirmed in the field what's
predicted in the lab: Steep-slope audio filters
with cutoffs at or below the typical response of
an AM receiver should be avoided. Yet this is
exactly what the proponents of limiting bandwidth to 5kHz propose to do.
If you truly need the extra quarter dB of
loudness, agood compromise is to employ a
cutoff frequency of 7.5 kHz.
Over 20 years ago, Iremember reading a
sentence in the back of the original AM
Optimod manual. It said, "The future belongs
to the quality conscious." To me at least, that's
even more valid today. Let's keep AM sounding good. Let's set AM technical policy based
on solid engineering study and measurements,
not "junk science."
Dana Puopolo is the market chief engineer
for Los Angeles-based Multicultural Radio
Broadcasting Inc. He lives in Santa Monica,
Calif.
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The Wheatstone GENERATION- 5
has the POWER and FEATURES
Stations Demand the MOST

LOTS Mores
Our Generation- 5 provides your operators
witi a straightforward traditional control surface
ccupled with all the benefits of digital technology. It
gives you the flexibility of system- wide source, mix End
destination control ( any signal anywhere), a powerful
mix- minus section and a complete event store, name
and recall system. One wire from this surface can
control THOUSANDS of wires in your technical
cDerations center.
And while the G-5 feels like an analog console,
i:s DSP-based mixing engine keeps your digital sources
digital while converting analog sources to switched
digital, eliminating crosstalk and noise. It can furnish
remotE_-,
.and telcom functionality on any input fader
without fear of feedback— a real plus in bEck-to-back

60D industrial Drive, New Bern, North Carolina 2856
252- 6 8-7000 / www whea tsione. corn / sales@wheatstone.co -n

daily operations. Its built-in graphic displays keep
operators on top of things with just aglance. And since
the entire system is software based, you can accommodate any format with a press of a button.
Like all our Generation Series consoles, the G-5
has complete failsafe options available, such as
automatic fail- over DSP and CPU cards and redundant
power supplies. We can even provide scheduling
software and studio mounted satellite cages that can
be configured to nix independently from your main
routing system.
At WHEATSTONE we've built and sold over a
thousand digital audio consoles. The G-5 is a
culmination of all that experience. Benefit from our
expertise— choose W HEATS TONE!
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There's an EVEN BETTER ROUTER
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Straightforward, Easy-to-Use Control eurface

There's no
long learning
curve required
to immediately
start using this traditional layout specifically
envisioned for operators
of all skill levels.

BRIDGE TECHNOLOGY enables the GEN 4 surface
to operate far beyond the limits of its studio mainframe. Integration with the Bridge digital audio
network router provides systemwide access to all
station on- air and off- air audio resources via interlinked CAT- 5or fiberoptic cable. And of course, we all know
EXPERIENCE COUNTS! With over eighty Wheatstone Generation control surfaces
already operating in the field, you can be assured your installation will proceed

an

the digital audio leaders
vvvvvvvvneatstotie.com
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